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ABSTRACT

This rmnograph examines new developnrents in miliary
technology of significance b Aushalia, th€n considers their
implications for ADF land force doctrine ard leadership and combat
force structures. Techrological developrnents likely to lead to
significant changes in lard force future capabilities are examined
against a speculative scenario making effective use of technology.
Significant trrends are identified, including the lethality of current and
proiected weapon s),sbnrs, increased battlefield nnbility and fluidity,
and the poEntial for a fourth generation in warfare; promoting a
doctrinal need for dispersed operations and 'directive control' as an
operating nonn. The demands of such operations under Australian
conditions are seen b require increased combat soldier competence
and leader ability, suggesting a need to restructure the prment
officer/NCO hierarchy and develop a less conventional land force.
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PREFACT,

This monograph started life as an honours thesis produced for
Deakin University in 1988. Since then I have modified and updated
some of the basic rnaterial while retaining the overall theme iargely
intact. I should point out at the outset that I lay daim to no
pretensions as a reformer, although freely admitting that the overall
tlreme and some of the condusions lrerein are radical. Or perhaps they
are not radical enough. The intent in seeking publication is to put a
different viewpoint before the public eye and indeed before those
within whose province lies the responsibility for the way in whidr our
liand forces are structured and train for operations.

I have no quarrel with the way tlre army is currently
structured and operates - I am not that uncomfortable being the
disgruntled soldier seeking to tell my erstwhile comrades their
manifest faults. That notwithstanding I do feel that th€r€ edsts a
certain complacency within the Australian Army concerning its mdus
operanili, which is misplaced in today's times of radical change. This
monograph is intended to provide a starting point for rnore radical
thinking on a number of key issues.

No academic work is ever fully the product of its author and a
number of pmple have conFibuted to the production of this one. In
this regard I would like to thank Gary Smith of Deakin University who
supervised the initial thesis from which it was born, Professor Francis
West and Dr feff Grey who assessed it and in so doing provided useful
comment. Dr Ross Babbage Colonel fohn Phillips ard Dr Hugh Smith
were kind enough to comrnent on the redraft. Their advice was
invaluable; however, the responsibility and the brickbats must rcmain
all mine.

David W. Beveridge
Canberra
June 1990
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This nronograph examines implications for the doctrine,
leadership and combat stmcture of ttre Australian Defence Fonce
(ADD land force rcsulting fiom technological developnrents affecting
land warfare. The approach is speculative and is not confined to
ocisting stmctures; furdeed, by way of illustration it goes sonre way
towards identifying alErnative stmctureo that might result from a use
of fuhue bchnology in our pec'uliar circrrmstances.

Man is a tool-using animal. It is this use of tools or'technology'
which differentiates him from other anirnals. Nowhere is this morc
appar€nt than in war. Marshal Mikhail Tukhachevsky, writing in the
context of the dangerous early years of the twentieth century, said
'New weapons for warfare call for a total and radical reorganisation of
rnethods of warfare, ard he who falls asleep during this process of
reorganisation may rrcver walce up'.l This remains relevant in
contemporary tins of rampant technological and sociological change.

Nonetheless, such change has always been with us. Even a
superficial study of history discloses innurnerable examples of the
impact of technology on war. Example include the following:z
o The technological superiority of the bow plus the halberd

ended the prirnacy of the arnpured horsernan.
t Fortresses were overcorne initially by siege weaporrt

employing mechanical elasticity, torsion and momentum and
laterby gunpowder.

o The machine gun, the mtrenchnrent and barbed wire
significantly influenced combat in World War I. It took the
tank to knock down wire and protect attacking infantry,

Mikhail Tulducttevsky quoted in LD. Hold6, Training fc the Opemtimal Lerrel',
Pentultrs,Y&XVl, No.l, fiing 19t6.
tlisbrkzl examples are trko in generd from TN. hpry, TruEdutiwol Wryns
ttrd VWft $ane's Publishing Compeny, LdrdoL f 9tl); and Mair RL. Maginnis,
Selecting Energing Tedmol%F', Mlitlry Rcoicot, December 1986, pp.3.11.

1
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2 LAI,IDFORCE2OTO

together with improvements in communications and the
conEol of artillery to counter thern

Yet the above sumrury identifies only one part of the
equation. To achierre optimum effect technology rcquircs intelligent
use and careful organisation of its human usen. For example:
t the effectiveness of the Marian legions of early Rome depended

on the pilum and the Spanish gladius - employed within the
manipular forrnation.

t Musket-armed infantry dominated the sevenbenth and
eighteenth century battlefields; but while improvemenb to
muskets werc in themselves insignificanL the wap muskeb
were employed were not. Successful armies began to fire
muskets in volleys ratlrer than individually; tactics, training
and oqganisation were as much deciding factors as technology.

' Germany developed 'Hutiet' tactics3 in World WarI, and in
World War II exploited new concepb and organisational
structures in the coordinated use of tanks, rrrechanised infantry
and air support.

Modern conventional warfare is undergoing a similar
transformation. Technological innovation now offers cpnsiderable
potential for changes and improvements to future war-fighting. This
could have a considerable impact on the ADF land force. However,
contemporary discussion on technology in warfarc tends to a focus on
the'rnachine'at the expense of the human dimension; and that largely
in the context of higtrintensity warfarc in a European setting.4

Hutier tactics involved the use of storurtsoope, with thdt ovm lntegral firepower,
in oniunctim with a carefully plarured short btrt intensive artillery bourbardment,
infilkating beymd the dlied frqrt hendreg. This was an atteorpt to break away
from attritiqr tactics; in cdrtsast the mass infantry assaults of the Allies rerrained
firmly based on attritkxr, and only showed departure frorr this with the
developnent of a technological solution (the tank). See TN. hpuy, A htius fr
Wn: Thc C*'rttror Anty ud C*ncnl Sttff,7$7- 7%5 (Itentie Hall, Torontq l9Z),
P.ltn.
The bulk of the meterial available ie slanted towards the inherent desirability of
teclrnologlr as such, and makes little mentiqr of the human facta. This is mct
marked where US writers are cnnsned. Stephm Canby is one of fery who take a
bal.nced if not critical view of tre ssre, See, for example, Steplren L. C-anbn The
Qcadqul Limib o{ E^*glog Technology', Intatstio,ul Dcftie Rrairu, No.$
fue 1985, pp.874680.



lntroiluction 3

This dichotomy between 'machine' and 'human' approaches
needs careful balance when applied to the ADF. For Australia is
unlikely to be involved in the high-intensity ground warfare envisaged
for European conflict, and our poEntial to use high technology is
limited by resources available for purchase or development. Ako hnd
war-fighting unlike air or rnaritime combat, is generally 'man' rather
than'machine' oriented. Finally, the esentially unstruchrred nature of
land combat, combined with hurnan intellechral limitations and
institutional pressures against change, could well preclude significant
modification to land combat structures or practices resulting from the
use of technology.

The Australian Setting
An examination of implications of technology needs to be set in

an Australian context - not in that of its use by other nations (although
there may be useful infercnces to be drawn from this). As paul Dibb
has pointed out:

Aushalia must lwe tlw military capacity to yment any
eflemy from attacking us succes"fully in our *a anil air
apprucha, gaining a lootlalil on our goil, or extrrcting
political cotrcasiotts frmt us through the us of military
force. To do this, we must develop our own solutions
to our unique strategic cireumstances.S

Some feel for these unique strategic circumstances can be
gained from a brief review of our defence policy, strategic
environment, and likely confl ict contingencies.

Defence Policy

Aushalia's current deferrce pohcy employs a strategy of
'defence in depth'.6 In summary:

layl Di!b, P*ir- $ Austnlb's Dclanc Capabiliri.s, Report to the Minister for
Defence bylr{r.Paul Dibb Mardr 19t6 (Aushalian covernhent publishing scrvice,
Canberra, 1986), p.3.

lee D€partn€nt-of Defence, nu *ftic, q Austnlit 1997, A policy Information
Paper presented to Parliament by tlre Minister for Defcrce, ttre Hon. Klm C,
9p4"y-Un-Uardr 1987 (Atrshali.n C.overnmcnt Ptrblishing Serrrice, Canberra,
1967) referred to as the De{me White Paper.
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... it is in the broadest political sens€, defensive. But
tlre strategy is not defensive in the rmre specifically
rniliAry sense. The stsategy does not mean that
Australia forcwears offensirre military operations in
defence of its territory and interests.

In analysing defence capabilities within the region:

Two important assessnrents emetge- The first is that
no rcgional Power has the capability to rnount a mapr
attack on Australia. Such an attack is defined as one

involving the seizure and occupation of a substantial
portion of our territory. Secondly, that the capability
to mount smaller scale - but still serious - military
operations against us already exists within our region.

In addressing rnorc likely lower level contingencies:

'Iow level' refers to military threats less than mapr
assault or invasiory irrcluding sonre very serious
contingerries which would dernand an urgent and
substantial military resPonse ..- The importance of low
level contingencies Poses a unique challenge to
Australia's military planning ... Preparation for low-
level threats requires unique planning and operational
concepts.

In considering needs peculiar to Australia:

The problems of distarrce, harsh environment and lack

of infrastructure in many of the most rmlnerable areas

of the country in the north ard north-west place
demands on tlre defence force in counbring low-level
threats. Ttrcse dernands would be iust as substantial in
planning and deploynrent brms, as distinct from
ne$)urces, as counering a rnapr assault or invasion.T

This defence policy is broadly adhered to by both rnairr
parties, ard was reviewed as recently as December 1989 with the
ionclusion that it rernained essentially on line.E

7

8

All quotados trken frmr The tlon" KC Bsdey, ?erlaaurhry stateurent on

ubl6r the Defene White Paper 1987, /uletr'zrlirll.,?8Merdr 1987, p.8.
See $nnta the Hqr. C'ar&h Evene, Atstrelb's Rcgilrrl Sr,r.flt!' Minismial
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Peter Young has provided a qcgent surrunary of the defunce
conc€pt emanating from the Whib Paper:

,.. the paper has retained Mr Dibb's concept of a
layered defence.l9l

The first layer rests on the early warning provided by
an enhanced strategic intelligence capability ... long-
range maritinc patrols and ... Jindalee over-the.
horizon radars to be sited in the north and north-west.

The second affords pride of place to the strike
deterence provided by the standoff missile equipped
F-A18s and updated F-111s ... and submarines and
higher capability vessels of the RAN. Their task will
be to take out any potential enemy in the air-sea gap
that surrounds Australia when the enemy would be
most vulnerable.

Behind that a highly mobile high-teh ground force will
act as a last line of defence and the ready reaction force
to deal with any lesser level threat contingencies that
may arisg.lo

It is to thrs high-tuh ground force that the monograph is
prirnarily addressed. while the white paper does not completely
dirount a high-level invasion scenario, it reserves high priority f&
force developrnent in countering the more credibre lbwer ievel
contingencies, and distances the ADF lanrc force from the conventional
model based on higher level contingencies envisioned for the nrore
traditional European battlefields.ll yet it is this lafter structure on
which the army is currently based and trained.

The Australian Sbetegic Etrrrironnent
The Australian shategic environnent comprises a combination

of national strategic perceptions evinced by defence policy, and the

statement by senatc The Hon. Garedr Evans ec, Minirter for Fcdrn Affain and
Trade, Deceurber l9t9 (Department of Fceign Affairs and Tradq Caiberra, tggg).9 Abb, Bmbo af Alstnlb3-Dcfrre Crrydlilitid.

10 l$S Ygg sound. Framervork fq o,' F6c." into the lrlext c-entury', Arctmti,ol
1 5 May 7987 , p9 (itelics added).
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influence of our straegic sefting. Australian defence Poliqy focrrses on
an imnsdiaE area of direct military interest, but is dso directed to a
wider area of prirnary strategic influence covering soutlreast $i", tt u

eastelrr Indian-Ocean-and the Southwest Pacific. It also depends on an

historic association with the wesbrn communi$r of nations and

aftendant defence interests and obligations.l2

A fundamental condusion of the Defence WhiE Paper is that
Australia's bilateral relationships with maix allies and neighbouring
countries are basically sound. No neighbouring country harbours

aggressive designs on us, and no country has embarlced on tlre
development of the extensive capabilities required to proiert maritime

power which would be necesary to sustain intensive military
operations against us. The only countries capable_of rnounting or
supporting Juch an operation are the US and USSR - and this is

unlikely even in global war.

In general, the White Paper condudes that the Australian
strategic "tii-r,-ett 

is favourablL,l3 but exPrcsses concem over the
p"oifiifity for interference by extemal powlrs in regional affairs.l4
bur situadon in a potentially sensitive and rmlnerable anea was

reinforced by Bill Hayden (while Foreign Minister):

... in ecrcnomic and even strategic Erms - the centse of
world gravity has been shifting from the Otd World to
the Pacific ... With the US, the USSR and japan, the
Pacific region has the three states with tt€ world's
higheet GNP ... Though in economic terms the n€lol
can Ue said to be rocketing ahead, its politics are still
volatile the potential br either international
cooperation or dirord over the Pacific's potentially
en)mx)us rnarine and seabed resourcts ... a sensitive
ard vulnerable area: an area whiclu after Central
Europe, is the most heavily arrned in the world ... rs

This is not to claim that our immediaE area of the Southwest Pacific is

urder evm long-term dirernible danger, but rather to stress the

ll
12
13
14
l5

fh. Dcfaw of /|f..stnlb 79o, p 53.
iti4,p.l0.
rud.
iH4,p.l6.
tsX Hhydeq ?rohileau in Perade',Corbanr Tinrc'2*lay1987'92.
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overall sensitivity of the region. For the Pacific basin has potential as a
valuable future regources area, and AusEalia's position on its southern
periphery and relationship with its mair nations would ensure sonre
involvement in any future conflict. Curent more hopeful
developments in the USSR and Fasbrn Europe do not change this.

The Soviet Unions cunent political 're-rerrolution' and
consequent rapproclrement with the US rnay well be indicative of a
lessening of glohal bnsion. Yet unpalatable though it may be, the
psuedo-imperial control maintained by the two power blocs since
World WarII has meant a continuing freedom from more significant
conflict. The US is taking a harder lmk at its defence budget than errer
beforc, and the directions in which it is likely to go, including a
possible pullback fiom Europe ard Asia, are likely b have a marked
impact on the Asia-Pacific region of which we ar€ part. Indeed the
possible rundown of US forces in the Pacific is not necessarily
regarded with iry by regional nations, who see this as a potentially
destabilising factor. Nor are the nnmentous events now taking place
in the Soviet Union necessarily irdicative of a coming millenium. As
George Nekrasov points out,pahollu has yet to sucreed ard the cost
of its failure would be borne by us all.16

Within the rqgion, a range of instabilities confirms the need for
close attention b defrnce issues - on the Irdian sub<ontinent and
immediately below it, in ard about Indochina, and in our strateg'ically
located neighbour, Papua New Guinea. orrr relationship with
Irdonesia appean fairly strong at the rnontnt, but tlrere are mapr
concerns about the coming transition of power post-Suharto. The US
relationship with |apan and Japans possible developrrurt of miliAry
power b match her economic standing are yet further factors in a
complex socie'political equation.

Australia's national strategic setting is also shaped by the
counEy's locatiory population size arxl distributiory and
economic rlesources ard infrastnrcture. The basic facts of geography
would indicate that any conventional mi[tary attack would nrost likely
be dirccbd against the nortlrem part of the mainhrd, its maritinre
approaches, or off-shore territories. The sparse population arrd paucity
of hansport ard other infrastmcture in northern Australia, and the

16 See Cage N&rrcv,'If Pereatrrolh Fdb', PrciFE *fre ntFE, VoLXVI, Not,
Februrry f90,pp.ll-|S.
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naturc of the land, would tend to focus military operations of any
substance on a few key areas, such as airfields, rernurce propcts, port
facilities, and communication and transport links.

But, while this would aPPear b limit the potential for mapr
military operations against Aushali+ nuny of the factors mentioned
above introduce potential rnrlnerabilities which could be exploited by
alternative, less extensive military operations. The use of military force
to harass r€mote settlensrts and ottrer targets in northern Australia
would pose significant problenrs for us. The physical characteristics of
northern Australia and its distance from the rnair southern suPPort

bases would also complicate Australian oPerations. Our vast coastline,

the rugged terrairy the distances between settlenrents, and tlrc
requirement to prctect focal areas, could be erploited to our
disadvantage.lT Alt of this strresses a rreed for the possession and
effective use of modern technologies.

Likely C onflict C ontingercies
Ukely conflict contingencies provide anotlrer useful

framework for an examination of technologies and subsequent
implications. Dr Ross Babbage has poinbd out that:

t In higher level contingencie (involving forces whose ultirnate
aim is the destruction of the ADF and ocrupation of Australia):

- Invasion strategies must be considered remote, but cannot
be entirely exduded from defence planning.

- Wlrer€ global war is involved, the possibility of nuclear
attack must be corsidered, but would be most likely on the
Australia/US pint facilities, plus any other US rnapr
combat elenrents based in Australia or in transit, with
civilian targets saved for a'last ditch' strike to impede post-
war recovety.

- Srnall-scale use of Soviet special forces units (spafsraz)

agairut key governnnnt and dliance taqgets in Australia is
feasible.

17 Paraphrased frmr nc ftie of AtrslnlbT987, pp2o.2l,
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' Medium-level contingencies (involving hostilities for obiectives
rnor€ limited than the compleb defeat of the ADF and the
ocrupation of the entire Australian continent) could involve:

- A rnaix lodgerrcnt as a means of pressure over sonE
broader issue, involving at the upper md of the scale a
forre of $5 divisions to oceupy a rnapr region (e.g. the
northern end of the Northern Tenitory the Pilbara or the
Kimberleys} and,lower down the scale a multi-battalion
raid on Darwin and/or other rnapr towns in the north or
nortlr-west

- Large-scale military operations induding the nnunting of
heavy air-raids on Australia.

' low-level contingencies aimed at bringng pressure on
Australia could involve:

- A range of activities from civil harassment and
intmsions rattered *idely acroas northern Australia
from Cocos Island to the Great Barrier Reef islands, b
terrorist attacks ard widespread small-scale raids.

- The use of raiding parties to hold ground, and take
local population ard facilities hostage.

t Overseas contingencies could require the rescrre of endangered
Australian citizens or assistanc€ in the maintenance of law and
order at the request of a regional staE.lE

Babbage is critical of the ability of the ADF as currently
struchued to rneet these contingmcie e{fectively, ard suggests a need
for new appro*hes, concluding that 'Many conc€pts ard structures
inherited from the forward dedence era will beconrc increasingly
obsolete. Innovative thinking and strong leadership are required b
adapt'.19

Summerised frdr RG Babb.gp, fuIrlsging Austnlb's Cotttbrryanry S@trnln ft
Dcfcne Plrrotilrlg Worting Paper l.Io.16 €trategh md Defene Studies C-e!rh'e,
Austali.n lhti6.l UniverCty, Canberre, l9E6l, pp.7 26.
Rcs Bebbege, A C-olst Tm Imq: Dcfrifr,tt Arctnlb bpd tu 1990s (Allen &
Unwio Sydney, l9O} p.221.
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Conclusione

From the discussion so far, it would aPPear that the ADF land
forces should be stmctured primarily for low-intensity conflict
involving lower and nredium level potential contingerrcies (induding a
'strike' or force proiedion capability), in a irint rather than single

seruice setting primarily but not exclusively within Aushalia. Some

potential for combat at higtrer levels of conflict is rcquired, but not
rrecessarily as tlre over-riding determinant of the land force structure.

In the longer term, even those contingencies considered least

likely, such as nuclear attack, require some provision within the

national security structurc; but again not necessarily in the standing
land force.

Currently the army seeks to accommodate tt€se rreeds by
structuring for high-intensity conflict, in the logical assumption that it
would be easier to employ units so organised and trained in lower level

contingencies, than vice versa. This has resulted in a tension between
the Australian Army arrrt the force development staff of the
Departnent of Defence. It has led, for example, to an army insisEnce
on a reguLar divisional stmcture for a force that can exPect to deploy
and fight in brigade or battalion grouPs. However, effective use of
technological developnrents ard innovative thinking might enable a

rrrore resource+fficient land forre structure than that extant - with an
obvious corollary that such bctrnology could also furnish a likely
enemy with this advantage. This is the underlying theme of this
rnonograph, which hrrne in the next section to technological
developments relevant b our lard forces.



CHAPTER 2

NEW DEVELOPMENTS

Tedrnologies
Even a cursory study of the literahrre available discloses a

proliferation of developing technologies ranging from electnrnics,
propulsion systems, rotary wing vehicles and light-weight materials, to
improved munitions. Micro+lectronics and new materials, in
pa.rticular, rnake important developments in weapon technology
possible.

The heart of new micro+lectronics bchnologies is the
computer chip with the Very High S@ Integrated Circuit (VHSIO a
key future development, which will allow appreciable improvements
to the size, power, weight, reliability and cost of rnost dasses of
military equipment. VHSIC developrnent is essential to the
deployment of highly acturate and lethal weapon systems and iam-
resistant communications and will permit development of built-in
fault-finding and test equipnrent. Gerald Greery writing about
developments to the year 2000,1 daims that by then the chip should be
of submicron size (less than one'fourth of the thickness of a human
hair), hardened against the effects of radiatiory providing computing
speeds in the pico-second range. Ttre submicron chip in its turn, will
provide the basis for advanced Artificid Intelligence (AI), srnart
(indeed'brilliant') weapons, inblligent robots, effuctive battlefield
rurnagement sysEms, and other spinoffs such as integrated rnedical
diagnosis.

As a further example of the potential of VHSIC technology,
Green quotes Peter F. McCluskey, President, Electronic Industries
Association:

... envision the baftlefield of the future where the
commarder knows the precise location of individual
soldiers, and the soldier will have his own device that
will not only provide him with telecommunications,

Gerdd Grcen, 'Approadring 2ffi Tedmology ard Defense', Netiotcl *ftt*'
December 1S5, p.f7.
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but also a video display of what he is looking at,
buildings, over-thehorizon, etc.2

Science fiction? Perhapo not. AfEr all the honc computer on whidt
this monograph was produced was a scimce fiction dream h years
ago, and prohibitively expensive b the individual only five )'ears ago.
Similar techrnlogical prcgression in the military area could be rcadily
available not only b Australi4 btrt also to other nations in our strabgic
environment, in the not-sodistant future.

Further opporhrnities for improving a range of existing
military capabilities wil be reated by developnrent of a variety of
advanced maErials; including nrtal allop, ctramica, plastics, surfre
coatings, adhesives, seals, oils, lubricants, and composib materials.
Tlre use of combfurations of such rnaterials rnalcs it possible b deign
equiprnent components with multiple capabilities. Lightweight, high-
strength rnaerials such as levlar ard para.aramid fibres can provide
improved personal protection for minimum weight Fnalg - an
important aspect in the Australian dirnate.

Trends
The field is huge but sorE of the rnore rclevant developncnts

for ADF land force structurcs relate b keycombat atEibutes, including
firepower, nnbility, surveilliance, C9I, arud tsaining tedrnolog5l. These
are addressed in sorne detail at Appendix An which attempts to
highlight those likely to lead to significant changes in futurc lard brce
capabilities. Because of the proliferation of technologies available, it
has been nec$saty to omit or skim over sorne areas where
improvenrcnts are less drarnatic than others. C-onclusions drawn from
this cannot, therefore, be taken in isolatiory or as a compleb pichre of
likely developnurts. Furtlrrmre, tlrere is consi&rable difficulty in
differentiating those readily available from potential developnrnts.
Yet one can identify a nunrber of trends in warfare ernanating from
technological developrrrnb from which implicatioru for future lard
force stmchrrcs can be drawni

ibid,p.l6.
The trend hedtrgp rre brscd cr Augtralien Arny, ltftnud of L.trd W.rf.!e, P.rt
One - The Cordrd of Opendcr+ Vol nc 1, Puphbt I - The Rmdrnenub o{
l,ard Fae Operrdcr' (l%51, W.l-7,1{; the tert te modlfted by ny

2
3
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It shoulil be incrusingly usy to loate, acquire, hit anil datrsy
targeb. Surveillance and target acquisition devices will allow
srnaller forces to cover greater areas and, combined with
precision guidance, will p€rmit smaller units to carry a much
greater punch. The precision permitted will also allow use of
this firepower in low as well as mid-to-high-level
contingencie. Higher kill potential will also lead to a need for
less ammunition, thus lowering the bill for larger ammunition
tj.pes.

Surofunl on opations will be ilqenilnt on countring enefiry

sunnilIance systms anil rarcining untargettd, The converse of
the previous trrend. Greater emphasis will be required on
counter+urveillance, especially in the Electrcnic Warfare (EW)
area. This will also lead to dispersed operations becoming a
norrn.

ru fbepowa rcailable to snall units will be gratly inctea*il.
Artillery will have morc range and grcater target effect.
Minefields can be quickly laid using carrier shell, rnissiles and
aircraft. Further, the impact of Fuel Air Explosive (FAE)
warheads could greatly reduce the utility of dug-in infantry,
placing greater stress on small unit rnobility, as well as

dispersed operations.

Weapot systans, such as tanles, clw support aira$t and futtlet'ieU
helicoptqs, enil hailquutas anil nryport arus, will beome
ittousingly ottlnqahle. An extension of the previous trend.
Given the relative coet of high-technology combat vehides,
such as the rnain battle tank and advanced helicopbrs, it is

doubtful whetlrer tlrese can iustified in a future Australian
force structure. Instead emphasis should be placed on cheaper,
more readily available systems. For example, the next
battlefield helicopter could be a cheaper, less high-technolog5l
machine - unless developrrnnts in the rotary-wing area bring
spin-offt such as 'pilot aid' comPuEr systems within our readr.

futts cmmunicatiots will pnnit morc raponsioe oryations.
Comrnunications syntens will have increased range, capability
ard reliability. This will p€rmit comrnanders to rnore readily

ovrn interpretation of available technologies.
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rcgroup tactical forces to rneet the demards of battle.
However, improvemenb to EW systems will also much reduce
the viability of any attempt to use communications on a
continuous basis. This will place great stnees on the need for
delegation of battlefield cpntrol b the lowest practical level.
This has considerable implications for the size and stmchrre of
tactical grcupings, ard for the relationship between tactical
and operationd commard lerrels.

Weapon rystens anil equipunt will possess gatly nlnnceil
rybilitia Ml uill be mqe rdbble. This is a key trend for
operations in the harsh environment of the Australian
hinterlard. Weapon operation will becorne simpler, with an
ircreasing availability of 'fir€ and forget' sysbms. Most
weapons will incorporaE built-in training aids and seU-
diagnostic automatic test equiprnent. However, funeasing
complocity of ntodular t s)6tems rnay well place
system rcpair, as opposed to replacenrnt/toubleshooting,
farther back from the area of operations. This could further
assist a tr,end bwards greater differentiation between an
essentially ombat soldier, whose entire rationale leans bwards
operations, and a stppt soldier, whose prirt task is the
support ofoperations.

The6e trends irdicaF considerable potential for the
development of srnall mobile forces operating widely dispersed, with a
capacity for such forces to deliver firepower well beyond that of their
organic weapons, but modified by a need to avoid ormdependence on
technology rath€r than hurnan ability.

Scenarioe

ChapEr 1 identified sonre useful general thrcat scenarios. In
considering tlr€se, one must keep in mind the differing percep,tioru of
the strategist and the soldier. The sbatqgist sees thrcat scenarios in
broad terms, concurtrating on implications at the nadonal level; the
soldier must have sorne simiLar broad perception, but must dso see
issues in ternrs of actud combat. There is also a Endency to see merny
capabilities in Errns of 'rnw'rather than futurc bchmb$r - logical in
terms of drawing up a current foree stnrcture, but a serious ombsion in
the longer term. In an atEmpt b rcmedy thb the blbwing speculative
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scenario illustrates potential enemy use of technology and a possible
low-intensity threat

At an unspecified time early in the twanty-first cenhrry, a
technologically sophisticated nation to Australia's north has an
immediate need for Australian mineral nesources, and a
potential need for her still largely empty Top End as
Itbercraum. Australia for her own reasoru rebuffs diplornatic
attempts to gain 'favoured market' stahrs, and allow some
limited settlement.

Over a perid of months, a number of submersibles and
commercial sea-carriers deploy rotaqy-wing and tilt rotor
aircraft from positions near the Australian coastline. These
sorties are used initially to locate stores and weapon caches at
key points to support laEr actions against mining settlenrents
in the Pilbara, Kimberley and Northern Tenitory ND ad
subsequently to deploy srnall raider teams.

These teams are manned by highly trained soldiers provided
by international terrorist grcups. They are fanatical to the
exhEme, but will operate within directives provided by the
sponsor country. They arc ruthless, and cannot be readily
associated with their sponsor. they are also supported by a
chain of infiltrators and sympathisers located earlier, in
anticipation of such a campaign.

The enemy campalgn starb with a series of coordinated raids
on key installations acrcss the north and north-west. In each
case almost surgical pecision is employed to demolish critical
facilities and to assassinate key managerrrnt personnel. After
each action tlre strike teams fade quickly back intro the outback,
employing a combination of cross-country light armoured and
rotary-wing vehides. In a subsidiary operation, a warning is
made via the local rnedia that any information passed to the
Australian authorities by locals will be the subiect of reprisals.
Reports of the direction of withdrawal in one case have been
passed, and an example is made within d"ys - the assassination
of one'sighter'and his family, and also of a local functionary.

The ADF land forces deploy to the north - a brigade to each of
the NT/Kimberley ard Pilbara regions, with a division
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headquarters (HQ) elernent at lGtherine. A day afbr Division
HQ is in locatiory three srnall jetdriven aircraft converge on
the area. Because of the low-level contingency mvisaged, only
minimal anti-aircraft elensrts have been deployed. These
have diffictrlty in counEring the aircraft. One aircraft
detonaEs an mhanced nuclear device at sonn distance from
the Katherine area. The Electro-Magnetic Pulse (EMP)
effectively netrtralis€s the anti-air and divisional
communication nets. The other two aircraft (unmanned
Remote Piloted Vehides (RPVs)) close, zero in on the divisional
operations and inblligence command posb, and detonate
powerful FAE dnrges. Dvision HQ is effectively desroyd.

There follows an inErlude when the terrorist group claims
responsibility for the attacks, and draws attention to the phght
of the sponior nation (who disclaims any r€sponsibility, but
takes the opportunity b press its pevious claims in the world
media).

The scenario postulates the oppooition of a small, but higNy
skilled and well-supported enemy, operating with limid but
nevertheless welldefined aims, by an Australian land force operating
on mone conventional lines. It rnay appear militarily unrelistic, ard if
considered in isolation this view is valid; however, this ard similar
scenarios must be considerd in the crontext of political rather than
purely military airns.

There is a popular feeli.g that an alim force would fird
difficulty in operating in the Aushalian outback. Any doubts
concerning the ability of srnall forces to function independently for
long periods in Australia's north must be considered against the
successful World War II record of the North Australia Ob,server Unit
(NAOU.4 Media discussion of the trGngaroo 86 exencise strcssed the
ability of bush communities to idmtify and report enemy
deployments.S firis is a potmtially dangerous assumption. Faced with

S€e Ridurd Walker ard Hden Wdkcr, Cllr|;ill's Wg: Arctrdb's W BuCt
C-otntnlrlty'rcr (Allen & Unwi+ Sydrwy, l9dl6r, lc a dsiptbn of the e>rplotts of
NAOU, an obcerver unit farred for $rvdlLnae dlring World War [. Thb urit
the ancesta of the orrrcnt ltforfqe, desrsrshrted an rHltty b @loy.nd sust in
surall patrols fc lmg Ftodc. Al0tough tt hed only ltmtted offendve capobilty,
this must be qrddered rgdrt the poErttel offered by nodern teclurologr.
Iohn Stackhqe, tllrbtnge!! .td lilglFtedr Defend 0re l{r0r, Eledenc E7,
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a terrorist €mpaign targeEd against it, such community involvement
could quickly lose its patriotic fervour.

Any consideration of potential enemy action must indude sudr
a background - why should an enemy'raise the anE' by mounting
higher level attacks if the main obie$ives can be achieved using a low-
level threat? This view is reinforced by the current and potential
capabilities of other nations in the regrory rnost would be hard put to
deploy and maintain a conventional invasion force 6ased on, s.ry, a
division) for an extended perid. This is not to say that there is,
potentially, no mor€ conventional threat capability. But rather than an
'invasion' sc€nario, it is more likely to be a tailorcd force, perhaps no
larger than a srnall brigade inserted for a specific political purpose,
and possibly extracted as quickly. Again consider the following
extension of ttre previous renario:

After much world pr€ssurc and ongoing Frrorist activity
Australia accedes to sonre outside demands, but not b the
request for limited imrnigration. Terrorist activities die down
and over a twelvernonth period the ADF pr€sence is run
down.

Nonetheless pressure to allow sonre use of the north continues.
Terrorist activity is stepped up in the C-ape York area and the
ADF augments its land forces in that area. However, only
limited rnobilisation is unclertaken, the force being based
largely on the existing regular and readily rnobilisable reserve
elernents.

Then in the early hours of a long weelcend, small raider groups
convelge on Darwin. Coordinabd attacls involving both
commandos ard missiles launched fiom sites established in the
sunounding bush are rnade on tlrc Defence Integrated Secure
Communications Network (DISCON) cpmmunications
facilities, the vehide compound of the Darwin-based 2nd
Cavalry @inent, the NT-based irint Northern C-omrnand, the
RAAF forward base, and civil air facilities. At the same time
on the west coast of Australia:

Bulbtin, 2l luly lW, p.95.
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- A locally inserted specialist group secures the air traffic
control facility at Port Hedland. Two'iumbo'air carriers
land and disenrbark a combat force of several light infantry
strilce companies mounted in mobr cycle/sidecar and fast
attack vehicle - these elements rapidly deploy to attack
and secure designated key targets.

- A bulk conainer vessel enters the hattour and disembarls
a mobile forcebased on light armoued vehicles (including
canrpn, gun, and infantry carriers). This is pined by
helicop,ter-borne elernents flown from another off-shore
container ship.

- An Australian rifle company deployed in defence of the
local strategic cornmunications system elrgages an enemy
mobile elerrent. Moving at high speed the enemy employs
a combination of rapid, violent direct fire to disengage
then quickly identify the main Australian weapon
positions. In reponse to a lased position desigrration a
salvo of medium proiectiles is laurrched from the mobile
force gun vehicles, almost as they deploy from the dock
area. Detonation of FAE warheads destrop the rnain
Australian errplacernarb, and shocks and demoralises the
rernainder. The enemy strike elemmt closes at speed for
tlrc coup ile grdce.

Before the day's e,nd the town of Port Hedland has been rized
by a lighting shike, supporbd by other raids on key
installations around Ausbali4 induding Darwin and the
nearby Tindal airbase. Port Hedland, with its civil populace
lalgely unharrned, is mw a hostage to fortune. The enemy
h..'i.g achieved limid military obiectives, now dirloses his
political agmda.

Shallow? Unrealistic? Perhapo - but it is such employment of
combined with the effective use of small forces, for broad

political aims, which should be included in any consideration of
Australian land force design. The otamples of more overt use of
military force are chosen deliberately b show the potential impact of
technology in the northern setting. The problems for any regional
nation in developing and deploying sudr capabilities are obvious.
However, bchnology also offers leverage b the lower level adversary -
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the terrorist, for example. This aspect will be addressed in a
subsequent a chapter.

Conclusion - Tedrnology in Context
Yet all this must be kept in context. Implementation of new

technologies will depend on financial and political factors as perceived,
not only by ourselves, but also by our allies and potential enemies. The
viability of new systems will also rely on their relative effectiveness
against curr€nt and regional capabilities, and on our ability to support
and sustain (or maintain access to) the technologies involved.

Equally as important as the 'hardware' is the need to ensur€
that technology fits into the 'software' - the hurnan operating
parameters - so important in effective land combat. The next chapter
takes up this issue, crcnsidering the impact of technology on doctrine
and leadership requirernenb.



CHAPfiR 3

IMPLICATIONS FOR
DOCTRINE AND TEADERSHIP

The Austrdian Setting

As Herbert London points out, 'A tn'rly effective military
capability is the product of hardware, strategy and morale, of visible
weapons and intangible factors sudr as leadership, training and
doctrine'.l It is the combined factors of leadership and training,
working with rnanpower developed on the basis of sound morale and

effective doctrine, in combination with intelligent and selective use of
technology, that will provide the most effective force stn"rchrre for land
war-fighting in Austrdia.

Australia's land force struch'rre is based, with minor
modifications, on ttre British model. ln essence commissioned officers
(lieutenant through to lieutenant general) lead, command and numage

units and formations; warant officers WOs) and non<ommissioned
officers NCOs) (Lance corporal to WO1) train, supenrise and lead
soldiers, and carry out adrninistrative and technicd tasks.

Regular officer development was examined by the army
during 1979.2 This study was far-reaching and definitive, but took the
existing hierarchical sEucture as a given element (a limiting factor). It
produced valuable recommendations for updating the training,
management and education of the officer corP6, most of which were
subsequently adopted. This corps comprises General Service Officers
(the bulk of the combat and support strength, who are further
distributed into functional corps - infantry, artillery, tsansPort, etc.), a
number of 'Prescribed Service Officers' (appointed from the warrant
ranks and employed in administrative and technical positions), and
'specialist Service Officers' (medical, dental, legal, etc.).

As with most Western armies, the WO/NCO corps forms the
backbone of the Australian land force. The sergeant takes officers'

1 Herbert l. Lqrdoo Militfry Doctritu snd tlu Ancricn Clwnd,q: Rc@tirns on Ab
l-out fultb,llslcAgenda Paper No.14 frrlationd Strateg Infcnratiqt C'entre, New
Yorlg 19&l), p.39.

2 Australian Arrry, 'Report of the Regulat Offfccr Dervelop,ment C-ommitbe', 6
volumes, May 196E.
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plans and orders and turns them into actuality, enabling the officer to
divorce himself from'detail' and concentrate on the broader concerns
of tactics and operational art. The educational level of WOs and NCOs
has increased over recent times, in line with a higher level of education
in society in general, which could indicate a potential for NCOs to take
on some traditional officer tasks. Yet there has been little apparent
attempt to review the current Australian officer-NCO relationship, and
there is little material on the issues involved.3

The Australian officer/NCO structure is modelled on the
British with its connotations of class (and remains so in most essentials,
replacing an aristocracy with a rrrcritocracy). But in World War I it was '
corunon for junior officers to be commissioned from the rank of
sergeant. This practice continued during World War II and had been
considered a strength of the Australian system.4 It appears to have
lapsed, perhaps because of the lack of battle'trained candidates such as
are available in wartime, and partly through diminished recruit
standards available to a regular force competing for a slice of the
rurnpower rnarket. There are also institutional factors - the army is
governed by regulars, who arc not prone to depart from well-
established and proven social norms. However, it is indicative of a
potential to review the differentials between levels of rank and tlreir
inter-relationship.

In any nation which bases its national war-fighting forces on a
'defence' rather an 'offenct' premise, the likely organisatiory doctrine
and fighting techniques of poFntial enemies must be a relevant factor
in force structuring, and also in debrmining the moihts oryranili of the
forces themselves. There is a tendency in peacetime armies to under-
rate potential enemies, and irxdeed to tailor enemy 'aggressor'
structures employed in training war-ganres to suit 'own forc€s'
capabilities. This is dangerous. Current and emergent technologies are
also available to most potential enemies, and given the difficulties of

See David R. Segd and H. Wallace Sinaiko (eds), UrL in tlu Rnll* oil Filc: Enlistcil
Ivlar anil ltbtrur in ttu Arltud Fona af tlu Unitcd Stela, Atstrelia, &nsb, arul tlu
United Kngr&,litr @ergamon-Braseey'+ Washington, 1985), f<x a conrprehmsive
social analysis of enlisted fore, whidr also points to an overall lacl of literature
on enlistedpersonnd
Maix A.T. Parker (RLL 'Been there, Done that and Got the T-shirt, c an
Endangered Specie - the ARes $rbdtern', Dfiie Fore launl, No.58, May-June
1986, p.56. The title notwithstanding e usefirl description of officer baining
methods used by the 2nd AIF (Ausfalian Infantry Force).
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mounting evm a low-level thrcat to Austsalia, their use by any
potential enemy must be anticipated. The scenarios outlined in
Chapter 2 are indicative of this.

The currently accepted rnost credible threat level for Australia
is that of low-intmsity conflict. This, together with the need to
maintain an expansion base for more subshntial contingencie,
presently provides a prime determinant of force stmchrre.S Herein lies
a paradox, for the type, manning and training of forces for lower level
contingencies, and those necessary to meet the r",equirements of more
conventional high-intensig confhct, are quite different. [.and force

'involvement in low-level conflict will extend fiom esentially para-
military tasks in support of the civil power, to the protection of vital
installations against sabotage and ground attack, and techniques
employed in fixing and destroying an elusive enemy. At the higher
levels there will be a need to extend the techniques involved in vital
installation defence and fixldestsoy, to fully fledged combined arms
operations against an enemy seeking direct qcmbat. Currently the
army proposes to meet this dichotomy by maintaining and training a
conventional stmctur€, on the basis that it is easier to 'step down' to
lower level conflict than it would be to retrain a low-level force for
mid-to-high level conflict. This is rational, but not necessarily the moot
effective approach. Two key elenrnts underlie this practice: fighting
doctrine and the leadership practices which implement it.

Doctrine
A fighting force bases its structure and its moilus aperanili on a

number of complex and inter-related factors - goverrunent policy,
national characteristics, er<perierrc€, topography, equipnrent, the likely
oppositiory and many others. The guiding Emplate on whidr this is
bas€d is norrnally designated its operating doctrine. Herbert london
considers that 'doctrine - how to fight - is inextricably linked to the
evolution of weaponry ... '.5

The formulation of doctrire is a dynamic process, which must
consider but not overstress the impact of Fchnological development.
History underlines the importance of this statennnt. During World

5
6

Tlu Dcfarce of Ausnelb 1987, p2LZl .td 53.
London, Milirary &r.ttirc md tb ,tncriln Chnrtc4 p.l.
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War I two separate approaches were deneloped to overcome the
tactical stalemate which ernerged between the Allies and the Germans
on the Western Front The Allies attempbd first a strategic (Gallipoli,
Salonika), but most frequently a tactical, solution based on attritiory
using vast quantities of munitioru and manpower to penetrate the
fronU and su@uently a technological solution (the tank). The
Germans, however, adopted an eliastic defenceindepth, which no
longer retained terain arbitrarily but depended on the skilled and
timely use of counter-attack forces, together with rapid, deep
penetration by ccmbined-arms stonn-troops in the attack.

The German doctsine involved the flexible use of firepower
and manoeuvre, and represented an intelligent use of manpower to
counter the effect of the defurrsive tectrnology of the day (ttre rnachine-
gun and barbed wire), and the impact of the artillery barrage.T In
World War tr the C,errnans employed the sane doctrine and using the
tank and another technological innovation - the dirrebomber - once
again dernonstrabd the value of offensive rnanoeuvne over attrition
tactics.

A Ley issue for incorporation of technological development
into doctrine is that it must give due cognizance to ttre hurnan factor.
The most technologically oriented aonbmporary nation - the United
States - gave pre+minence to attrition in World War II and
subsequently in Vieharn, but now str€sses the employment of
nran@uvre, based on an effective use of technology, as evinced by the
'Airlarxd Battle' concept.S london disorsse this concep in some
detail, pointing out that lilce rnost operational concepts ttre Airlard
Battle is a response to Soviet tactics and force stmcture.9 It is dear that

Fq a usefirl disusim on C rren urethods tr Wqld War I, s Timothy T.
Lupfer, The Dynrnics of Doctrtne Tle Changes in Geruran Tacdcal Doctrine
during the First World Wer' (United Stab C,encrel Steff College, Fort
L,eavmwqth, IG, 19El).
The Airlard B*tle oncept ts d€cribed in HQ Dept of the Armn FM 1fl)-5,
Opczltilnrs (US Covemment hinting Offie, WashinSlm, Dq May 19E5). It
provides g<terd guiddines fc the NATO battl€{id4 pimetty lrow to exploit
resouroes thtough syndumised eseults &p into eneory pocitions, and
trvuroeuvre et the point of ettack The oroept crlls for e€curing the initiative in
battle and n int ining the initie6ve undl vicb'ry hes bc€lr achiwed. It rdies
heavily cr tedmology, edvanced enrcur erd hclicopters for nobility, preddon eir
and artillery ddivcred munitbm, md declrmlc drte procesdng erd nrveillanoe
systems b cmhol e htgfrly urplcx brttledeld.
Lordoi+ Militny k;t?iru o.!t tb Anaia,r Clvtrla, p 2&
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US doctrine is driven prirnarily by the need to face the Warsaw Pact
nations in Europe; even their cunent preoccupation with light division
structuresl0 derives from a need to cover terrain (folest, rnountai& and
urban choke'points) not suited to npre conventional heavy armoured
forces. It is equally plain that US doctrine leans heavily on the ability
of technology to produce weapons and support eystems able to redress
the Soviet mass.

What then are the likely implications for Australian land force
doctrine? Our situation does not resemble the European theatre on
which our maix allies base their doctrine. Accordingly any lessons
drawn from their experience must be carefully set in context. Current
operating doctrine is contained in the Australian Army's 'Manual of
Land Warfare'.rl The key elernents are:

o Tlre Australian doctrinal approach is embedded in the
'principles of war'.12 These are axioms evolved over centuries
of Western war-fighting experience, based on a combination of
prcven military experience and an analysis of what is required
to survive and win in battle. Tlrey are not unique to Australia,
but are applied in the Australian context.

o Sorrp special draracteristics required of Australian land force
doctrirre include:

- Self-reliance - in particular the ability to operate against
superior forces, calling for an avoidance of strategies and
tactics which rely for their effect on the direct application
of rnassive force.

- Resilience - specifically the need for hard-hitting forces to
operate dispersed ard independently.

- Adaptability - the need to operate effectively over the
entire Australian dimatic spectrum.

Fq e r€nrm6 of the light divisiqr oncept se Robert R. Rudu 'Corparing Ught
Divir{ons', Mnirry Raia, lanlnry lW, p.6249.
foeificellyAuctrelim Arny, Manuel of LrndWerfere Part One- The Conduct of
Opcntiw, Vohmre 1, Pamphla hlo.l, The Rrdranentals of trnd F6e
Qperetiorc', 1$5.
They are the sdectiqr and malntenane of the aim, conertradon of fqae,
eorptrfy d &qt, ooperadon, s€curity, offensive actiol orprbe, flexibility,
a&riniskadoru and maintenance of mrrle.

10

1t
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- Mobility - in view of the vast distances involved the need

for strategic, tactical ard battlefield mobility.

- Use of technology - the importance of tlre *Iutioe use of
affnilable technology to redress other deficiencies.

- Dispersion - the need to consider dispersion and open
flanks as the normal mode of operation.

- Austerity - grven the difficulties of logistic support in
Australia, this must be considered aqime characteristic.l3

Army studies into the impact of future developments in
technology in 198714 further stressed the need for:

o Self-reliarrce, meaning that Australia should be able to conduct
and sustain operations independently.

o Resilience, required should conflict escalate above the lower
levels.

o Adaptability, to enable forces to operate effectively in the
varied dirnates and terrain of continental Australia and the
island territories.

To rrreet tlrese requiremenb rcquires a land force capable of
rapid strategic movement, combined with effective tactical mobility.
This calls for an exploration of new technologies which will enhance
these capabilities, bgether with those of dispersion and austerity, and
the creation of the mental attitude or 'mind-set' appropriate to tlreir
use. An ability to operate dispersed is required in order to provide
only limited targets for precision weapon $)'stenur; but to achieve
effective combat power, it must be supported by an ability to
conc€ntrate rapidly in response to a fluidly changing situation. This
will prcmoE small, mobile units, capable of independent operations,
relpng on the use of precision firepower arul rapid nunoeuwe. The
aggregaE effect of dispersed, mobile operations, the potential lethality
of firepower, and the rel,ative paucity of Australian nranpower

Author's euphads.
This di*trsion b b.$d in part cr meterial prepared for Clrief of the C,eneral Staff
Exercise f987, Training the Army for the Bat0efield of 20fi) and beycrd', Topic 2:
Dwdopment of Ooctrine, es interpreted by the euthc.
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resources, also strrsses a need fur an indirect approadr to combatls
rather than the more direct attritional use of positional war-fighting.

A further contingency was identified by Glen St J. Barday, who
suggested that Australia s position in the Pacific region can be seen to
require an ability to deploy elenrnts as a Rapid Deployncnt Force
designed not to defend the Ausbalian mainland, but to oPerate
throughout the region at levels of low intensitlr in cooperation with
negional defence and security forces.l6 This reinforces the need for
mobile, dispersed operations, adds a requil,ement for an amphibious
capability, and stresses a need for higlrer crcmmand to be struch"tred on
a pint rather than a single service basis.

Unlike the NATO countries, Australia lacks a clearly definable
enemy in either the short or the long term. The two scenarios
dirussed earlier are but simplistic examples which dernonstrate the
complexity of the issues involved, even at lower levels of intensity. It
would be reassuring to base land force doctrfute on a worst cas€

scenario - perhaps a high-intensity invasion of key aleas on the east
coast. This has been, and to sone degree remains, army doctrinal
practice. However, the level of available res)urc€s and the overall
credibility of such renarios must dirredit this approach. Australia
has almost virtual immunity fiom serious invasion by the exigencie of
geography. OnIy the Soviet Union and the Unibd States have the
power proiertion capable of actual invasion, and that only in ttre
contiext of global war. To rret Australia's obligations under AI{ZUS
and demorutrate a credible capacity for higher level conflict, doctrine
must remain sufficiently flexible to acrommodate the requirements of
higher level, more conventional warfare. However, this does not
necessitate an adherence to cpnventional stuctures.

A number of technological developmenb bear on the doctrinal
issues dirussed so far - improved tactical and battlefield mobility
offered by ttre rotary-wing and light armoured/fast-attack vehides -
the so-called firepower revolution ernanating from improvements in
indirect weapons and the implications of FAE technolqgy - and an

Liddell Fhrt's d€finidon of the irdirect approadr (quot€d in Lietrt€nent Crbn€l
D.L{. Horncr, Stretegies for lrnd Wrflre', Dcf.rre Fort lannl, No.62, fmuary-
Febnrery 1$7, pp.4!55) is thd the bdc ider of th€ Indrcct epproach ir to seel
rteidve bettle mly when the cneary hru been thrown off bdere or ddoceted.
Glen St J. Brrdry, ?.Iew Nedond Str.tegy l{eedGd', Prtft Dcfaw kprteq AWud
l%7,pp.l*17.
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enhanced ability to employ forces implicit in improved Command
Control, Communications and Inelligence (CgI). In order to support
the capabilities available, Australian land force doctrine should be
flexible yet aggressive - favouring manoeuvre rather than attrition.
Further, to be effective, our rcquircment to operate dispersed in both
low- and mid-level conflict must stress sudr techniques as the German
Auftragstabik or directive control,lT in order to decentralise operational
and tactical-level decision rnaking to the lowest possible level. In some
ways a contradiction of the potential for direct control from the highest
to the lowest level implicit in improved C3I, this has definite
implications for the Australian approach to battle leadership.

Leadership

Our future operational doctrine will require leaders capable of
conducting dispersed operations in a variety of climatic and
geographic conditions - mostly harsh - and in a range of conflicts,
rangrng from semi-policing to violent, possibly sustained combat
employing a frighteningly effective selection of modern weaponly.
There will also be an ongoing need to train and motivaE soldiers from
a society which does not promote the warrior virtues - noting also that
a perspicacious enemy could deliberately target such morale factors as
part of a psychological campaign.

New technology will place increasing demands on leaders.
The emphasis on mobility and dispersed operations, and the use of the
indirect approach and directive control, will stress the need for leaders
at all levels (perhaps most markedly at the close crcmbat level)l8 to be
innovative, flexible confident, and nnntally resilient. Future combat in
Australia is likely to be limited geographically, and often in duration,
and in the military nrearu which rnay be applied to achieve or counter
political obpctives. firis could be quite marked at the lower end of the
conflict spectrum, where rcstraints on the conduct of combat could be
in direct contrast to the military ethos.r9 Paradoxically, even in low-

Directive conbol involves the u* of broad dirccdves within whidr subordinates
function, ratlrcr than provision of spedfc task ord€rs. Implidt in this concept ts
the requirement for lhe nrbordinate cosrmerder to vrry his inidal orders if they no
lurger acrcord with the cmurander's ovetrall intentkn. It permib great nenHtty
and lluid operations, but reguires experiene and trust
C-ategcised as the preaant section lwd r.p to onpany lwd
Soldi€rs as oppced to pdie (who rrc requircd to use mininum effeclive fqe)
are tsedidondly tsafund to employ medmum conbolled force to meet milit ry

t7
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level conflict, onc€ targeted grourd forces could be in imminent danger
of swift and horrific destmction by an unseen and oftimes unsuspected
enemy - adding further b leader stress. Richad Simpkin higNights
the importance of battle leadershiplo pornting out that effective
comrnand in battle forms a supple but fragile cJrairr, whidr is only as

stsong as its weakest link; a situation socelbated by the need for
military leaders b fill a number of differing roles - warrior and
technocrat (sometinres concurrently), and more recently bureaucrat.

Superior leadership at the tactical and operational level*l will
be essential in the Australian setting. Simpkin, in an examination of
British leader requirenenb, identifie the'subaltern in his salad dayn'
as a potential weaknes.z2 Most Western armies, Ausbalia's irduded,
employ the young iunior offictr (19 to 21 years old) at the initial
command level, supplenrenting this young officer with an older,
experienced, sergeant second-in-cpmrnard. Ttris balance of youthful
intellectual drive tempered by a. older more ergerienc€d head has
proven very succ€ssful in the past. However, given the additional
stresses and need to operab dispersed as a nonn, in an electronic
environment which discourages the use of voice transmissionP it rnay
no longer be as ftasible. Given our success with cornmissioning
se{geants in earlier conflicts, there rnay be potentid for restnrcturing

obi<tives. Thb can present problm md frrrsts dom in lorv€r lwd ontlngeldes,
where maisrun fqe ts not dwrys usaHe due to polidctl cqrstralnt& Fq
soldiers to oper;rte etrecdrrcly undcr the condtdqrs requires e very high le!ft| of
aelfdisdpline. Conglder th€ imFct d por dicdpllne end tsdnlng qr reqrt
evmtsin Bougtrvllle.
Richard E Simpld& Rte b tlu Sodfl: Thontthts on Tunty-Fint C-tttury ,Wc
(Pergamcr-Bneey, Lqrdcr" f9t5), p.Zff .

Tactical lead€rs cen be seid to be lnvolved ln the tmndhte dlrecdm of ombetc.
Operadqr.l lerrd lerders, qr the oher hrn4 brldge the grp betqrcen trcdca rrd
nilitary str.tety, and cen be s.fd to be lnvolved in the direcdon of esodeted
cmrbats, c cempetgns.
Simpki& R.d, b tlu Soifi , 9.2{d..
Elmer Dinter, e Weat Cr:rnren .rdllery ofiq end defene rutltor, potnb crt the
importence of Ore iunia le.d€r ln trc primery (eecdcr) end irct-letd $rbcr)
grroupE, eurphed*rg 0re need for ouurunicedon between the leader md his
nrbcdineteg to onhol batileffdd ctrei (Ehrar f)inter, Hao or C-owd: &zsrrzs
Frr;bq he ildb h 8.tl& (Fntrk Crc, Iondonn l$5), pp52-59). nrb necd to
qrnrunicab tr orrder tordnfaresdf-qr6d€ne eppliesto the leede eswdl as b
the le4 Wlren opereting wfdely drperred Ure iunia lc.d€r b thrcrvn very mudt
on his orvn r€u!s; voie qrtrct wlth r nue experienea e.peric cm be
crltlcally arppcdve.
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the officer/NCO hierarchy to more readily suit the requirements of the
future battlefield.

Another factor which bearc on leader effectiveness, is the
ability to relate with the led. Simpkin again dirusses this and,
pointing to the success of the German system, advocates a period in the
ranks for all leaders.2a He further suggests elimination of the
traditional forms of 'officer school'in favour of a combination of 'junior
leader' training involving both potential officers and NCOs, followed
by a period under instmction in a regimental setting for probationary
officers.25

The current officer/NCO/soldier hierarchy is a complex social
as well as professional struchrre, owing its irrception to the-British
squirearchy of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,25 and
provides the basis of officer structures in most Western armies.
However, although Australia uses the model, the British means of
achieving it (formal officer'schools', and a socially differentiated officer
class) have not always been an Australian characteristic.2T Nor should
it necessarily be retained; perhaps its greatest benefit is that it works,
has worked well for a long tinre, and will probably continue to do so.

However, one can speculab that it might be feasible (and
advantageous), whilst nraintaining the general hierarchy of higher
level, intermediate and lower level leader/commanders, to adjust the
responsibilities of each level, and the gounding provided for tlrc
higher levels in order to provide a solution nnre responsive to the
stress of Australian land force operations, and perhaps more in actord
with Australian society.

Simpkin, Rrcc b tlu Suift, p24i/.
ibid-, p.251.
il;l.d., p242. liimpkin's analyds &aws on the frn&ar sodety of early Prusda
contrasting the rdadonstrip between the squire Qnlar),local profedonals sudr as
the doctonand sdroolteadrer, and the urmual wotke, with the military hieardty
of officer, s€nia NCO and irmlor NCO. He drc points to the dmilarities with the
English squire, profeadonal and yeotm dases.
See Parker, ts€en tlrc e, Done that -.', fa a sumrnery of the officer-produdng
practice for the lst atd 2nd AIF. Bedng his th6is qt CEW. Bean cl d.' Offrcbl
Hbtmy ol Arc/ralin h k2 Wo of 797L1 E eld Arctralb h thc Wo of 793$19{5, Parker
points out th.t the preferred metttod of providing iunic offcers was by
cwrnisioning sdected NCos €ith€r in the field c through in thatne training
crrun€s. This product rms qrsd€red merkedly ruperior to rdnforceurent offiqs
selected, trained and commisdoned in Austsalia. Bean abo alludes to th€
differenoe in approach reqrdred tr ommending Aushalian ratlrcr than &itbh
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Senior non-commissioned officer (SNCO)/WO poEntial in the
Australian Army appears greatly under-usedlE and may even have
contributed to sorne over-nranning at the officer level (running at some
74% of the total force).29 Simpkin points out that for many reasons a
healthy ratio should be no more than 6%.30 He is supported in this by
Richard Gabriel and Paul Savage who conbnd that there is a
correlation between officer shength ard cohesion, and that the swelling
of an officer corps conesponds to a decline in quality and cohesion;
pointing out that the US perc€ntage of officers to men in World War II
and Korea was 7-9Vo, but at the end of ttrc Vietnam War was about
15%pr A Canadian infantry officer, fohn English, also poinb out that
the Wehrrnacht officer colps was orly 2.96% of army shength and the
current Israeli officer percntage is about 0f.32 Wtrite the Austsdian
ratio is partly the result of the need to rnan an expansion base ard
administer a peacetirne force and includes a nunrber of non<ombatants
(educators, lawyers, docbrs, etc.), it is still high, and is peth.ps
indicative of an unhealthy tr€nd. C-ombining some of Simpkin's
suggetions with my own, one can postulab an alternative hierarchy
which might help to remedy both this imbalance and the weakness
alluded to earlien

All entrants to the ADF land forces pin at the recruit level, then
carr5r out basic training designed to familiarise them with the
institution itself (indeed such training cpuld be tsi-service),
provide a basic fihess level, and instil competence in common
individual weapons.

soldiers.
A personal rde$' b.scd on lrrure /2yetrs' experience h the &idsh and Austsallan
annies. SNCG wene $roesftrlly eaployed rs plnton qrmander tn South
Vietnam (SVM. I heve obgerved WG and e€rge.nb sr@€sfully carry out strff
officer functkrm in Amy Offie (Cenberre), md the WorH War II Wehnnadrt
ma& extensive u* of NCG ln whet other arurieo cqrdder to be offis
appointmcnts (eee Slmpldn, R d b tb 9uift).
Depailm€nt of Defence Fcce Eurploymrt Statistics, June 1967.
Sinpld& Rtoc ,o t t Soift, pp2/|&.2$. Here he polntr to the lower offiq
percentage in Wdum.drt rlrlts,.nd ds to the Isedl qrtinutdqr of thir prede.
In the Wdumadrt (and to e dmller if leser degce in the hnderye|rr) th€
principle wrs that crrq officetr fomred top mm.gem€nt erd profedculJevd
spcddisb, middle mrnrgemcnt 0ndudng sce sOf of phture) bdng fomd
frmr thes€niqrrnb.
Ridlard A. C'.brid and Paul L Sevege, Cririr h @nt rlonl t\ll & Wane, lrlern York,
19U) qnotcd in lohn Eng[*, A P@iu ot Infutty (hreger, Nerv Yqlf 19Ef),
p271.
English, A P@iu on hrfortry, pIll.
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- rf conducted on ##ffif::il:T;l^K":3 ;
to identify those suitable for combatant serwice, those more
suited to support employnrenb, and also those with leader
characteristics.

- This assumes that combat operations in Australia will
require a very high standard in all combat soldiers, not iust
leaders. To support the fighting elernents will also require
weapon$earing soldierq but not trained to the same high
degtee. Combat soldiers (nearest contemporary equivalent
the combat arms, but in this conc€pt closer to the present
Special Action Forces) would comprise direct-fire weapon
operators - either infantry teams or fighting vehicle crews,
indirect-fire weapon (mortar, artillery and missile) crews
and designator Eams, and combat engineers.

All combat soldiers would then proceed to particular skill
training and su@uent employment. As with the current
Israeli practice, officer selection would not be rnade until after
selection and employment at the initial leader level - from this
point on three'leader streams'would diverge:

- lower level leaders (non<ommissioned) would lead at the
prirnary (team/equld/section) level and then beqcme
master weapon experts and trainers, taking on the nrore
traditional NCO/WO trainer tasks, and rising in expertise
and status to something comparable to the current warrant
ranks.

- Intermediatelevel leaders (warrants) would be selected
from the lower level by experience and demonstrated
ability for command at the first level (platoon). After
which they would carry out executive staff duties at the
higher tactical and operational levels. Their status and
authority would start at presentday sergeant/lieutenant
level and subsequently equate to that of lieutenant colonel.

- Higher level leaders (commissioned) would be subiect to
the sarne initial training as the intermediate, but would be
identified early on a basis of both command cnmpetence
and inbllectual ability. They would then be employed at
the first command level for a short perid - primarily for
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After this they would be employed as
assistant/deputy to the second level (company), followed
by comrnand at that level. Thence proceeding uP the
cornrnand chain, with staff followed by cpmmand
appointrrents at each successive tactical and operational
level. Their status would equate b that of the ctrrrent
commissioned officer, but with increased rcsponsibilities at
each level.

The hierarchy postulated focuses on combat elements. This is
not intended to denigrate the importance of the support services.
However, it takes doser to is logical extneme a suggestion by the Army
Regular Officer Development Commitd3 to permit officer
specialisation narrower than the current corps allocatiory extending it
across the entire manning spectrum. Ttre service 'corp$'requiring only
sufficient weapon expertise for protection of their own tasks would
tmly specialise, and whilst they might follow a similar training
structure to the combat elements, this need not be rigidly adtrcred o;
for example, therc cpuld be dir€ct entry and exit at the specialist
operator, forernan, and executive/rnanagement levels both fiom and to
civil industry. In a similar veiry the disciplinary regime under which
combat and support elennnts function need not necessarily fully
converge.

The structure envisaged would involne'support' units in the
provision of services to the ADF as a whole - similar'support'functions
within a combat unit (clerical, stones, etc.) being fulfilled by combat
soldiers pard an allowance for the additional responsibility. This
achieves two desirable obiectives: it ensures that all combat elements
are fighters, and could also help keep the administrative overheads
down.

Overall, the higher level leaders in such a s)tsEm would
probably comprise no more than 3% of the force. This would provide a
tightly organised, professional group with extremely high standards of
both selection and performance. In addition to purely militaqy studies
this group - like the Wehrrnacht officersa - would be broadened by
careful tertiary training inboth the sciences and the arts. This could be

Australian Anny, Repct of the Regular Offie Dwelop'ment Gommittee', Study d
The Future', pp.9197.
Simpkin, Rnct to tlu Suift, p24E..
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done by detadrment to universities as rnature-age students rather than
by undergraduate haining in a military environment. In this way the
higher level leaders, who having been imbued with the corunon touch
by their initial training should never lose contact with the body
corporate, would also carry out their broader training under the
influence of society in general.

Such a sysEm could also ensur€ younger combat leaders, with
perhaps provision for older officers who did not proceed to higher
operational and strategic level appointnrents tro move to civil life, or
transfer to the support corps. This system is 6litist. In its defence, I
would say that if one must have warriors in this troubled world, it is
ess€ntial that they be the besf warriors with the besf lailas possible.
Few commissioned and non-commissioned officers curr€ntly serving
would be h"ppy with such a system - a social factor which should not,
however, deny it feasibility.



CHAPTER 4

IMPLICATIONS FOR COMBAT FORCE
STRUCTURES

We live in an age of rampant technological developrnenb some
of which is apparent from Appendix A. In the words of General fohn
A. Wickham:

We are on the threshold of sonre enormous
technological changes in conventional weapons. fire
yield of tlre weapons, the lethality of the weapons, the
acturacy of the weaPons nreans that we can build in
the next four to five years, conventional weaPons
which will approxirnate nuclear weaPons in lethality.l

Yet there is a tendency in cunent Western military thinking to over-
rate the value of modern weaPonry, forgetting that there are no
dangerous weapons but only dangerous men. Dr Stephen Canby
underscores this:

New technologies will change the techniques by which
things are done in war, but they will change neither the
nature of ttre activities, such as intelligence gathering,
commanding, striking, protecting, and moving about,
nor the principles by which they are performed, sudt
as surprise, corrcentrating forces, economy of forces,
security, etc. Nor can the new technologies be
expected to benefit the defense over the offense.
Conhary to the volumes written on this subject,
technology is neutral.2

This dichotomy needs to be kept fi" ly in mind when considering new
developments relevant to combat structures in the Australian setting.

C,eneral John A. Wickham, US Arrry Arid of Staff, in Estimony to the US House of
Representatives Arned Sen"ice Coimmittee, on 6 February 1985, quoted in_Frank
Barnaby, Tlu Auro;ntdhrt&rfdd (9dgetttie and fackson, Lordon, 1986), p.8.
Canby, The Qperational Limits of Emerging Tedtndogy', p.E75.
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There is a need to link tactical innovation to technological
change and force structure is a critical element in this continuum.
David Abshire alludes to this:

In the early days of World War II, the diffurence
between the opposing forces was that one side had the
force struchrre, qomrnand philosophy, operational
concepts, tactics and communications capabilities
necessary to exploit mone fully the possibilities
technology made available; the other side did not. One
side linked tactical innovations to technological
change; the other did not.3

The present Australian Army force structure is that of a primarily
infantry forcn, based on the conventional European and Arnerican
model. Apart from a flirtation with a 'pentropic' structurc derived
from the then US pentomic organisation4 in the lgf0s, Australia has
maintained largely crcnventional cnmbat organisations since World
WarII.

Although current operational doctrine stresses the need to fight
dispersed in srnall, independent units, there has been little aftempt to
structure army units specifically for this purpose. Instead, unit
organisations are based on a conventional nrodel which would be
modified to suit particular operational needs. This stability is in
marked contrast to the US Army, which has had a number of structural
(arxC doctrinal) changes during and since World War II, and is
crrrrently experimenting with a number of different concepts.s Such

3

4

David M. Abchire New Technologies, Nerv Tactics - View fronr NA'llO', Vcrtifirc,
|uly/August 1986, p.l$42.
The Pentomic Division comprised five battle grorF based o{r large infantry
battalions, a dividqral HQ, and supporting arms and services. It was intended to
dlow operations in a dispersed mode qr the ntrdear battle fiel4 and was
abardqed as it hcked overall fhxibility for other then NATO sty'e srflict. For a
nore detailed diss€rtatim on pmriors Austrdian sEuctures see I.C. Blaxlan4
Otgotishg or Atlry: Tlu Austml&ar E Vcticncc 7957-7965, Canberra Papere ur
Strategy and Defence No5) ($rregic and Defence Strdies C-enhe, Austsalian
Nadond Univerdg, Cenberrr, 1$9).
The US Arury errlier adopted the Pentcric Divisiqr, then the Recganisaticr
OFctive Arny Dividons (ROAD) Dividoru and b norv €mploytng e ourbinetiqr
of Divldqr 86 - e teevy'cganirtior moddl€d for use in the Airl^rnd Bgttle - e
Ught Infenky end e HiTedr Mobile Divisi6. For e r€srm6 of previous pracde
sce Lient€n nt rohn C. E[nkley, A tli*ory of US Arrry Force Stnrcturingl, Military
Reoicu, Februery lW, pp.674L A sieg of artide ln Anry (Ascietion of the US
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conservatism can be considered both a weakness (as it denoes either
complacency or at best a lack of irnagination) and a strength (as it has

minimised the strains of turbulence on a srnall army).

The basic Aushalian fighting organisation:

starts with the infantry srr,tion comrnanded by a corporal
assisted by a lance corporal; comprising 10 nen split into two
groups - one employlng a light machinegury the other rifle
firepower. A recent decision to equip the Army with the
Austrian Step - an automatic weaPon on tlre way to being an
assault rifle (a break from previous Australian practice, which
saw universal use of a single-round fire or self-loading
weapon), and the Belgnn Minimi light machine gun, could see

development of a 'firc team' concept.o

Three such sections comprise a platun under a lieutenant,
assisted by a sergeant.

Thrce platoons form a cotnryny under a rnairr, assisted by a
captain and a small staff including a sergeant rnapr and a

quartermaster s€rgeant.

Four fighting companies make up afuttalion under a lieutenant
colonel, assisted by two maprs (deputy commander and
operations officer) with a staff of captains and warrant officers.
An infantry battalion also indudes specialist platoons
providing administrative ard combat support (for example,
logistic/transport, light combat engineer, mrtar, sustained fire
machinegury reconnaissance) grouped inb two supporting
compa.nies.

This stmcture is also employed, as far as function permits, in
the other combat ams (arrnour, artillery and engineer

Arrry, Arling3oo Ve), July l9E3 to Febnrary 1984, Provld€ useful hckground on
the DivisiqrS6 srqt, ard the Ught tnhntry Divi*m is dealt wlft in Willirn f.
Olsor, The Ught Fdrce Initiadvel Militsty-bico, Jure 19E5, p.2-17. Oth€r
radical unit etnrctrrre trdude tre ombrt aviatbn brigede ard a nixd
grqnd/air crv?lry reginart The curbet aviation brigade b d€saibed h An ry,
Marclr 1$1.
A fire team corprbee !5 men ard . Uiht mtchine grm c .utcr.tic rifle - in the
US prectie two file teeurs and en N@ fcn e squad. A s€cliqr has crly cre
maChine grm, dthorgh lt lo urderstood th.t Otb b utder rcvterv.
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'battalion'7 unib). togistic battlefield unib are task organised,
but retain as much as is possible an ability to deploy as infantry
for patrolling or selfdefence.

o A number of infantry battalions (norrnally three, but currently
limited b two in peacetfune) are grouped into a brigade. The
brigade is the first combal fonution with any real degree of
autonomy, especially when supplenrenbd by specialist combat
and logistic support elerrwnts.

o Three or lrrore brigades comprise a ilioision. A division also
includes specialist combat support and logistic elements
operating under central control, whidr provide close support
to brigade combat units. For example, artillery units provide
fire support to tlre divisiorU with firing batteries locabd to
provide best cover to the infantry battalions, while artillery
command and firedirection elements acompany the
supported units (the main fir€direction cenbe with division
HQ, subsidiary GDmrnand c€ntres with brigade and battalion
HQs, and firedirection elenrents with each company).

The principal fighting echelon is the company, at which level
the control of men on tlre grourd, providing direct fire from light
machine guns and individual weapons, is combined with the direction
of fire from heavier weaporu sudr as rnortars and artillery. Within the
company the platoon forms the first tactical lnanoeuvre element and
the section the prirnaqy dose combat level. The echelons above
company p.rovide additional combat support (artillery, combat
engineer), CrI and logistic support.

Ausbalia has three regular brigades dispersed along the east
coast, and grouped with an Army Reserve brigade into a divisiory with
most divisional units (artillery, combat engirrcer, logistic) decentralised
in brigade locations. More conventional 'ercpansion base' force
elements sudr as annour and rnedium artillery are also grouped within
the division. One brigade is designabd as an operational deployrnent
force and held at a specified level of readiness. There is also a special
force group comprising a regular Specid Air Service (SAS) regimmt

7 Australia follows the Brtbh convendqr tn cc$.t unit dtlest tnfanEy unito
comprbe gecdoru, datoqu, ogmFniF erd bettelms; .rurcur, rrtillciy md
courbat engineers ere 'urounted brooF rnd have stirne/detechmenb, &oope,
squadrure erd reglmot*
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with deep reconnaissance and counter-terrorist tasks, and a reserve

commando (raider) regimen$ with a srnall headquarters for special

action forces in Army Office.

Contemporary force structuring initiatives indude the

formation of regional force surveillance units (designed to operate in
srnall patrols toprovide advanced warning of enemy locations in the
far north and north-west)p the transfer of battlefield helicopters from
the air force to the army;g and the planned relocation of a regular
reconnaissance (light armoured cavalry) unit, and ultimately a brigade
to the north of Australia.l0 A further two Army Reserve divisions exist
in skeleton form, with the task of 'rounding out' the regular
component, providing elernents to Probct key installations, and
forming an expansion base.

There is cunmtly no Australian command level above

division, although oPerational doctrine t€cognises higher levels - co4r,
army,etc. The Field Army is presently grouped under aLanilConnunil
whiih coordinates training in peacetime, and provides an operational-
level land HQ.ll The General Officer Comnranding (GOC) is
responsible to the Chief of the General Staff (CGS) for its training; and
is also land C-ommander Australia answerable to the Chief of the

Defence Force (CDD for the operational comrnand of forces allotEd to
him by the CDF for specific tasks.

Except for the nrone rec€nt initiatives, this force structure has

been in use sirrce World War II. Current army doctrine emphasises the
need for dispersed operations by srnall units urder'dircctive contrcl',
and the need to take advantage of echnological innovation; however,

current practice has been to incorporaE technology inb existing
organisalions. This is effuctive, but rnay not fully rcalise the potential
offlred, and this section speculates on an alternative structure whidt
also incrclporates consideration of the discussion on doctrine and
leadership covercd in ChapEr 3.

Miniet€r for Def€ne Nelvr Relerse drted 7 Mey 19E1.

Minigter fc Ehfene Nerw ReNeme &ted 20 Nweorber 1$6.
Minist€r fq llf€lreNerw Rdees€drted3 Merch f$7.
Minister fq Defene Nerts RrNeese drted 14 Februery 1$6.

E
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A Future Stmcture: Considerations

US experience may be useful in considering future structures.
The US Army has evaluated fuhrre land battle force characteristics, and
proposed a structure containing the following elements:l2

o Airland Force. A mapr command, with both strategic and
operational responsibilities. In the US view this is a linking
command, raised because the battlefield characteristics
anticipated include weapon systems with sufficient lethality
and range, that tactical weapons will frequently have strategic
implications. The Airland Force would include a land forces
commander, who must also be capable of pint responsibility.

o The Land Battle Force. Contained within the Airland Force
this will have an organic headquarters and will control as
many individual Close Combat Forces as required, normally
from eight to twelve.

o The Close Combat Force. An element of sonre 4000 to 6000
men. The US Army has not yet defined any lower components,
however, this force would be about one third of the current
divisioO with an area of interest about three times or more as
large. A notable point is that the targeted ratio of combat to
support personnel will be in the order of seven to three, or
seven fighters out of every ten soldiers, a significantly higher
ratio than at present in either US or Ausbalian forces.

Although intended for a different baftlefield environment, it is useful
for speculation on alternative Australian force structures.

Richard Simpkin's views on the unu*bility of large
conventionally organised forcesl3 arc also useful to this discussion.
Simpkin has suggested that the large organised forces of the first and
second world may replace nuclear weapons as an unusable deterrent -
one that must continue to exist and be credible, but whose use in war
would be most unlikely to result in any net politicoconomic gain to
either aggressor or defender. He bases this premise on what he terms
'the alrnost total lack of success - one is tempted to say helplessness - of

Taken from T. Owm lacobs, The Airland Battle and Leadership Requirements'in
James G Hunt and lohn D. Blair (eds), Laderr,hip m tlu Fytu'r' Bettwld (Pergamon-
Brassey, london, 19E5), p24.
Sinpkin, Rccc to tlu Suift, p283.

t2

t3
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organised forces against the divers techniques of revolutionary
warfare'.l4 Gotr€ on from this he postulates a futur,e where special
forces - as repre{iented by the SAS, the Special Boat {uadron (SBS), the
US Rangers, and the Soviet spbnaz - become the focal point of land-
force structures, forming the decisive instrument of offensive action at
operational and stra@ic levels. He sees a force spectrum covering a
balance of forces incolporating intelligence/surveillance serwices
through to heavier elements, with special force and more conventional
forces providing what is essentially a supporting role for rnore
clandestine agencies sudr as the Central Intelligence Agency (CI$.

In this pradigro with advanced bchnology playng a steadily
growing part in collecting and processing informatior; Simpkin sees
the rrelative importarrce of the inforrnation gathering and offensive
activitie of such agencies becoming much greater and suppLanting
much of the carrrent special force activity. The coresponding balance
of emphasis in special forces would then shift in the direction of
offensive action. This is then extended to suggest an emphasis on the
quality of man and equipment resulting in usable rnanoeuvre forces -
pnratroops, helitroops and comrnandos and light infantry designed to
provide a conventional offensive capability at tactical lmel, arrd. to
support special force operations.

Simpkins argunrent relating to the prirnacy of uncpnventional
warfare in the future is supported and in many ways refined by
William S. Lind et a1.,15 who suggest that the modern era has witnessed
three distinct generations of warfare,ls and is on the threshold of a
fourth, where the prirrrc goal will be that of collapsing an enemy
intemally rather than physically destroying him. They daim:

ln broad terrs, fourth generation warfare seems likely
to be dispersed and largely undefined; the distinction
between war and peace will be blurred to the
vanishing pornL It will be non-linear, possibly to the

itid., p.281.
William S. titd atd., The Changng Face of War inb tre Fourth Gmeration',
MilW Rcor,u, October 1989, pp.911.
Lind c, d. see modern nrilitary developnrent in three dietinct gmerations, rangrng
thtough the tactics of line and olunn developed for the wrootFbore musket, to a
second g€ner.tbn rdridr was a rstDnse to the ri0ed musket, b'reeclrloadcrs,
b6rb€d wire, the mechiregu and indirect 6re, and a third in whiir no+linear
tacdcs wolved bas€d qr manoeruvre rether then attritbn.

11
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point of having no definable battle line or fronb. The
distinction between 'civilian' and 'military' rnay
disappear. Actions will ocrur concunently throughout
all participants' depth, irrcluding their society as a
cultural, not iust a physical entity. Mapr military
facilities such as airfields, fixed communications sites
and large headquarters will beconc rarities because of
their vulnerability. The same rnay be true of civilian
equivalents such as seats of goverrunent, power planb
and industrial sites (including knowledge as well as
manufacturing industries). Success will depend
heavily on irint operations, as lines between
responsibility and mission will become bluned.l7

Lind et al. go on to speculate on the impact of technology:

Directed energy rnay permit ... electromagnetic pulse
effects without a nuclear blast ... [enablingl small
elements tro destroy targets they could not attack with
conventional energy weapons ... Small, highly mobile
elements, composed of very intelligent soldiers armed
with high-technology weapons, nury range over wide
areas seeking critical targets. Targets may be more in
the civilian, rather than the military sector ... tactical
and strategic levels will blend as the opponent's
political infrastructure and civilian society become
battlefield targets ... Leaders will have to be masters of
both the art of war and technology, a difficult
combination as two differing mind-sets are involved.
Fourth generation adversaries will be adept at
manipulating the media to alter domestic and world
opinion A mapr target will be the enemy
population's support of its government and the war ...
Television news rnay become a morle powerful
operational weapon than armoured divisions.rE

They then make a fundamental conceptual leap by pointing
out the potential implicit in harnessing this to an ideological base -
hypothesising the possibilities for a combination of terrorism with

ibid.,p.5.
ibid., p.6.

l7
18
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sorn€ of the new technology ard corrceptual apprcach discussed. In
sumnary:

Terrorism can employ a non-national or trans-national base

such as an ideology or religion. Western national security
capabilities are designed to operate in a nation-state
framework, and have great difficulty outside this. The drug
war provides an example. The nation+tate shields the drug
barons but cannot control them. A fourthieneration attacker
could well operate in the same rrnrul€r, as solrrc Middle
Eastern Errorists already do. What they currently lack is the
overall coordination gained from a common ciruse; this rnay
change as Westem resource dernands and possible over-use of
scarce resources creates a greater North v. South/Haves v.
Flaverrcts gap.

Terrorists can mount a direct attack on an enemy's culture,
attacking from within as well as from without, blpassing not
onty the enemy's military but the state ibelf. A cultural attack
may be saen as already being mounted on the US in the form of
the drug traffic - the'poor man's ICBM'. The West has defined
warfare for the last 5(X) years; however, it no longer dominates
the world. Non-Wesbrn culhmal tsaditions such as are found
in Islamic or Asiatic societies rnay identify and develop an
attack on stress lines in Western society not readily aPParent to
us.

o A weapon readily available to the terrorist is highly
sophisticated psychological warfare, especially through
manipulation of the media, particularly television news. This
also underscores the vulnerability of an open society against
those who use its greatest strengths - freedom and openness -
against it.19

Ttrcse concepts retain considerable utility for our situation.m
Simpkin did not conEnd that existing European conventional 'heavy'
forces would be entirely supplanted - rather that they would become

ibid., pp.1011.
Perha$ mone so when one reviews Ausfralia's pcition as a European-lg- eelf
<fubdan (or worse, nqr-sectarian), ex<tlonialist mdave in a culturally differmt
region whidr is beginning b revive its own crilhlral imperatives after a period of
first direct olqrial and then more indirect eonomic domination.

19
20
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unusable. Indeed with the rundown of heavy NATO/Warsaw Pact
forces and the increased interest in 'light' forces suiable for low-
intensity conflict, events may have overtaken him. In our setting there
may be no equivalent need for'healy'conventional forces, except in
the unlikely event of a conventional invasion.2l However, the concepts
raised by Lind and his associaEs raise the spectre of all too ftasible
alternative scenarios, and ones which could not be successfully
opposd by a conventionally organised force structure and its
associated mind-set.

Indeed it is for consideration that Australia does not need a
conventionally struchrred force at all. Instead, land forces should be
tailored to meet our specific needs. Such an alternative stn'rcture could
involve a triad of forces, incorporating special or strike forces, a main
force, and a home defence force or - as it might be loosely termed - a
militia. The overall concept and component parts are further
developed in the next chapter, in order to illustrate the nature of
changes which might ensue.

27 This doee not mean that we will not need heavily armed'forces with an ability to
develop the condderable ombat power implicit in large-calibre weapons mounted
on an armoured drasis. What we may not need or affor4 however, are stnrctures
based on this prerrise.



CHAPTER 5

AN AUSTRALIAN COMBAT TRIAD:
MAIN FORCE, STRIKE FORCES AND MILITIA

Given the thrust of the arguments developed in Chapter4,
special or strike forces should form the primary component of the
Australian combat triad postulated; but such forces do not leap into
being like the C-admean dragon's teeth of legend. A main force is
needed to provide a recruiting base of trained soldiers for the morc
intensively trained strike forces. To use the surgical precision of the
strike element on rror€ general tasks would be uneconomical. Two
additional elernents or levels would rneet this need: the rnain force, to
provide for tlre containnrent and counter-aftack functions and to
supplement and support the strike forces (as they might further
supplement the operations of nrore broadly based intelligence or
surveillance agencies), and a more widely based citizen force (a
militia), for which the main force would also provide the training
support infrastmcture. The main force then provides the overall bas€
on which the other elements rcst and is therefore dealt with first in this
chapter.

An Australian Main Force The Force Base

Australia's curent conventionally organised arrny can be seen
to fall, at least conceptually if not by sizn, into Simpkin's paradigm of
large organised and unusable forces. Recent force structure changes fit
the army to operate better in a irint Australian environment, but it
remains well structured to go to war as a 3rd AIF in coniunction with
allied conventional forces. This still has considerable utility, given our
continuing linkages with the US and UK, but does not necessarily make
it best organised to meet ttrc demands of tactical operations in the
terrain and against the enemy postulated earlier in this monograph,
especially when the particular scenarios developed to illustrate the
employment of new technologies are extended to take into account the
concephral framework of fourth-generation warfarc developed by Lind
et aI.
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Before aamining a future main force, it may be appropriate to
briefly address a sacred oow - the division. Considerable military
intellectual effort has been expended in Australia and other western
nations in maintaining its existencn. Yet, as Simpkin points out l the
divisional structurc is no rnore than another step down an evolutionary
path marked out by technological advarrces. The division' is an ancient
and important tactical crcncept, but the idea of the division as the key
organisational formation (and for that rnatter of the battalion as the key
unit) was developed to meet military requirements in the mid-
nineteenth century and has been updated to meet evolving needs since
then. It should not, however, be allowed to overstav its tirne for
traditional reasons, if it loses utility.

While Australia should not rest its military institutions on
those developed by othens, we should not be avetse to taking
advantage of their thinking. The Arnerican close combat force concept
subsurnes tlre current aorps as well as division levels. Simpkin also
suggests that the contrempo_rary division should be replaced by combat
forces at the brigade level2 under an operational-level headquarters.
Such a streamlining could well suit our peculiar circumstances. A force
of brigade size and combat potential should be appropriate to
independent operations in ttre contingencies envisaged for Australia,
and if armed and equipped on the lines discussed earlier should be
able to develop combat frwer well in excess of a crcnventional force of
similar size.

In low-to-mid-level contingerries in Australia mairr irint
headquarters will be needed to carry out the operational-level function,
and also undertake rnaiJr policy-level liaison with state
instmmentalitie (police, local government, disaster organisations, etc.).
This function is already well recognised, but takes on an even greater
importance grven the potential implicit in Und's concept of fourth-
generation warfare. A l^and Commander could be included in this
headquarters; placing him close to the Force Commander, and
minimising the potential for duplication of headquarters facilities.
Such Australian comrnand facilities would probably have essentially
regional responsibilities and cpuld be designated Defence Regions.
This would appear to be consistent with Paul Dibb's concept of a

I
2

Simpkin, Rrcc to ttu Swift, p.80.
ibid.
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Northern Command.3 It is not yet aPPar€nt whether the present L,and

Command is the embryo of such a crcmmand level, or a more

opatioruIly stategic-level headquarErs - re-lieving HQADF of
rbponsibility for land operations over the Australian continent. Given
the CsI potentiA for conlrol and strategic-level direction of operational-
level fiild commands by HQADB ttre latter could possibly be a

redundant function.

C3I technolory would enable the Iand Commander (within a

Defence Command, for example Defence Region - North Aushalia) to
exercise overall control over a number of main force close combat
forces. In low-temid-level contingencies the potential in improved c3I
reduces the necessity for intermediate tactical headquarters. Even at

higher levels of conflict, operations over tlre vast Australian hinterland
are still likely to involve widely dispersed combats, with units
concentrating only as much as is essential and as quickly dispersing.
This again favours an absolute minimum of tactical command levels.

Rather than detailed control, the tactical commander would be
provided with the overall operational intent and resources at his
disposal and expected to get on with operations. Reporting to the L,and

Commander would then be on an exception basis, unless additional
reeourtes or a mai>r change to the overall concept wils necessaty.

More detailed information flow to the higher level could then be the
responsibility of a Land C-omrnand liaison officer located with the dose
combat force, leaving the tactical commander and his staff free to
pursue thebaftle.

Combat unit structures must be austel€, but flexible enough to
operate dispersed across the hostile topography of the north (or within
a future urtan sefting in conjurrction with other federal anrcl state
agencies against an elusive enemy), yet also be able to readily
concentrate combat power against an enemy whose groupings might
be possessed of similar flexibility. Concentration of combat Power
would not always involve large groupings of rnen or equipments, for
this would in its turn present a target. lnstead, only sufficient ncn
need be deployed to enable them to direct renrotely delivered
firepower, ensure their own security, and lastly carry out the
traditional 'infantry' task of closein firepower and hand-to-hand
combat. This calls for a forte structure which places a premium on

Ddbb, Rrzli.ry, of Austnlb's Dcpne Ctpbilitils, p.92.
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higNy mobile commando-style units employing shock actio&
supported by and dirccting indirect fire, rather than the more
traditional infantry task of seizing and holding ground. Indeed,
Simpkin takes this concept further in postulating the use of artillery as
the principal killing arrn supporH by the other arms.4 Again his
concept is aimed npre at the high-intensity batilefield, but translates to
our circumstances when the use of precision fire is taken into account.

This concept also places the use of large Armoured Fighting
Vehicles (AFVs) in doubt, for armoured units would need to rely more
on mobility than protection to avoid falling prey to Precision4uided
Missiles (IrGMs) and bring a considerable logistic burden with them.
There is still considerable utility in the shock action of AFVs. However,
in our setting such units could better provide a rapid assault capability
rather than the dual assault/anti-annour capability needed in
European scenarios. For our purpos€s the use of lighter AFVs capable
of rapid strategic as well as tactical movement may be more
appropriate.

Combat structures are social organisations, depending for their
effectiveness perhaps more on the ability of the group to interlink, than
on any inherent technological advantage. Close combat forces should
be integrated units of all arms - combat (infantry and fighting vehicle
cnews), artillery ard combat engineers, and logistic elernents -
analogous to independent brigades. Perhaps for the units envisaged
the old designation regiment, in the sense of an integral, self-contained
formation, would be appropriaF.

It would be important for all within such regiments to wear its
badge regardless of their particular specialisation. Indeed it would be
especially important for higher level leaders, who could ultimately
proceed to operational and strategic command, to initially belong to
such a social entity, thus ensuring both experience and credibility. Its
principal value stems ftom the need for soldiers to belong to a cohesive
social overaroup, in order b pronnte the bonding and morale
necessary to operate in srnall groups in a demanding environnrent.
Presentday brigaded units (infantry battalions, gun regiments, sapper

itid-, p.280.
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squadrons) have this within their unit and corps identities, but it is
more diffuse at the brigade level.

The level of training and spread of skills envisaged for rnain
force reginrents is more analogous b the present comrnando/special
forces - as sudr the berpfit of belonging b a single cohesirre social
grouping could out-weigh the need b rctain separate corps identitiep
which could be subsuned by a single crcmbat amu corps. A tentative
and sonrcwhat speculative force/leader structure encompa.ssing ttrese
concepts and incorporating the leader hierarchy suggesEd in Chapter 4
is depicted in Anm A to this drap6. This annex is illustrative only,
but gives some indication of what the main fighting unit basd on this
postulated stmcture might look like. Some key sEuchrral concepb
relevant to these rnain force regiments irrclude:

o Initial employmenF and most combat specialist training could
be carried out within regiments, perhaps based on a
rcinforcenrent/haining company.T This would be useftrl if not
essential in achieving the social bonding' required for
successful srnall-unit operations.

The primary gtroup or 'team' is envisaged as 44 men plus a
weapon spEm; either an infantry bam rnanning a light
support weapon or employing similar fircpower contained in a
number of caseles rifles or grenade launchers - or a fighting
vehide crew - with two tearns grouped into squads (up to l0
rnn or two fighting vehiclee). Team/crew and squad would
form the primary direct combat element, providing close

5

6

Royd Auslrrlien Arnroured C-orpe, Ardllery, Engineers, Sign b ard Infentsy
CorF
Initial eoplryrnent kainlry b tnt rcquired to bridge the gap beturcen the nore
gsnerel slOlb provlded by becic trrhing end the prinery courbet grurp. It nis
rn apprentie to illrnc)ruren status, which ia ften qfinred wl0dn the prtrnry
tean.
This ourpeny rrould recefue b.dc Edn€ ard impart lnitid urbet Slls bcfore
paring thcm to qrbrt orpaniee, md dco qrduct nrdr epecielict baining a is
pocdbb (and eqrcrical). It would be lmbd in the regimental peacetime bace
and rvould reardn and& the operedcrd eree whm the unit depbyed kr cder to
pas furward reinforqrents md hold wqmded Thir was nornrel Wdumacht
precthe ard ia reteined by the &ndeenrelu brigade, it eneblea . qrd* banding of
the nerv rldier lnto the untl ard enuea ready arnilability of higlrqrality traincrs
frmr the mdn ombot eleurente Fc infomredqr qr the Crnnran prrcde eee Maix
SJ. Newlen4 Milning tre Fq,e - Cguran Styb', Militlry bbo,}tray l%il,
pJ3645.
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reconnaissance, patrolling security and direct fire and hand-to-
hand combat capabilities.

o The key first-level tactical element - designated the section -
owns considerable flexibility from having three combat squads
plus specialist attachnrents for indirect fire designation and
combat engineer support. It should be capable of operating
semi-independently in its company area.

o The company with three or mone sections, possibly 60 to 100
men, comprises a semi-autonomous fighting unit with its own
organic ground mobility,8 capable of independent operations.
It forms the basic combat brick', which can be concentrated
under wings as required.

Regiments would comprise the principal main force units,
subsuming presentday brigade and divisional levels. Two types are
envisaged: general purpose, based on light or laegag infantry, with
prirnary mobility from foot, light vehicles and aviation lift;ro 

"rldassault, based on purposedesigned light AFVs, grouping cannon and
infantry'tank rnarine'carriers at the company level. Principal indirect
weapon systems would range from mortars and guns or howitzers to
battlefield missiles; \f,ith fir€ direction and designation teams deployed
to section level. Indirect weapons would be deployed on the basis of
range, say 5omm/81mm rrortar teams at company level; with 120mm
mortar and 155mm howitzer/missile'designated fire' platoonsl I within
the regiment; backed up in higher level contingencies by land force
missile batteries. This allows both localised mass fire and precision-
guided fire, as required.l2

This ould be based qr a wheeled cre<ountry vehide large enouglr to carry a
squad, but light mough to be underslung from a helicopter. Three sudr vehides
would carry a conplete sectior.
The requiremmts of the forces will call for infantry more attrmed to the US
ranger or Federal Republic of Gerurany (FRG) I4r8r7 light infantry than stan&rd
ground-holdin g infanEy.
The tenn aviatiqr is used in this ontext to mean either rohry-wing or short
takeotr/Lrding aircraft whce p'rime funcdon is ground force support, both fire
suppct and tsoop lift.
The hm 'platoon'is used to dedgnate an autonomous unit smaller than ompany
performing a specialist combat support task, led by a senic a€rgeant or a
lieutmant.
The 155mm howitzer has th€ ability to fire Copperhead, self-guide4 and mine
ddivering proiercdle* Tlp current lOsurm howitzer does not, nor doeg it compare
effectively in wdght of fire, range and deployability wift the heavy mortar. See

l1
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CaI technology, in particular communications, forms a key
element in this conc€pt. There could well be a need for the effective
use of minimal communications. Ideally each trooper would have a
helnret rrpunEd transceiver enabling him to communicate within his
operating ar€a. However, in a difficult EW environment, use of voice
transmission might be eschewed in favour of 'click' or 'tone' code
within sections and companies, supplemented by data transftr for
more complex directives, with the use of burst transmission of data and
voice between company, wing, regiment and above. One of the most
valuable attributes of the forces envisaged would be the rapid
exchange of inforrnatiory whether between two hoopers on close

rcconnaissance or between companies and their parcnt headquarters.
This, combined with an ability to rapidly supplernent the fire of organic
weapons s'ith IrlGM, from regimental rrbrtar or artillery tubes, or from
a more distant missile launcher would place a graduated range of
firepower at the section cromrnander's fingertips. Together with
adequab ground and air mobility, the force should be capable of rapid
and fluid rcspome to most likely battle contingencies, in particular
having an ability to respond within an enemy's timedecision loop.l3

Other nrain force capabilities required would include aviation
elenrents, comprising trmp lift and fire support rotary- and fixed-wing
aircraft task organised in platoons to provide support to general-
purpose The relatirre rarcity of helicopbrs and their
support needs would require that they be grouped under the Land
Commander, rather than allotted b regirrcnts. Howev6, given the
importance of the rotary-wing and light aircraft to dispersed
operations, some aircraft Qerhaps light helicopbrs or ultra-lights) and
RPVs would be needed within reginrnb. The curently resolved
arguncnb between army ard air force over the ownership of the
rctary-wing asset should not need to be revisited, except to reinforcr
the need for an organic recpnnaissance and limited 'gallopey' capability
directly under the tactical commander's hand - with a rnore extensive

C.rrl W. Schambcger, 'Ught Artillery for the Corps', *hli,u CorVs Cf,2tE, Aprrll
lW,p.lL#; also B6n.rd Morm,'l(Fmnr Light Gun vernrs Ncicrur 120mm
Mctar', Asslrrtbr Dcfitw 2ilD, February 1990, pp3G31.

13 The ccroept of the 'ttmededgirm loop' ia integrd to sucefrrl manoeuvre warfare.
In esene it regfres an etility to reeive inforuration, mrlce e deddon, and t ke
edon, fester thrn the emry can - thus getting ind& his timed€cbion loop. Fc e
more &teiled aeactpUcr e Willlanr S. Lin4 lvlnstu VWc Hllnifuk
(WesM6v hes, Bdld€r, Cobadq 1985), pp.44.
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fire support and tactical lift capability readily responsive to his needs
without adding to his administrative burdens.

Strike Forces: The First Combat Tier
Simpkin postulated that usable forces in the future should be

based on the developrrrnt and expansion of special forces, supported
by a highly mobile main force comprising paratroops, helitroops, and
mechanised airborne forces. This broad concept can be tailored to rneet
our continuum of low-to-mid-level contingencies.

The key operational (and sonctimes strategicFlevel ADF land
combat forces in this concept comprise special or shike forces on the
lines of the presentday SAS, possibly grouped into a strike regiment or
regiments providing overall command and training support together
with an overall institutional identity; but deployed in mission-tailored
detachrnents ranging from a two-to-six-man shike team, to task-
structured strike units comprising a number of such teams within a
loose comrnand stnrcfu re.

This formation would provide a strategic/operational-level
strike force in addition to the more norrnal special force functions of
deep penetration and counEr-tenorist actions. It would allow the
proiection of close combat elements capable of precision in direct action
or direction of remotely launched ItMs deep into enemy{ontrolled
territory, and similarly would be well able to deploy against fourth-
generation terrorist elements operating within our olvn society. The
skills required would demand use of full+irne soldiers - possibly
volunteers of at least corporal rank who would be allotted a special
rank of strike trooper while serving with tlre rcgiment. Similarly,
warrant and commissioned officers would be drawn from experierrced,
high-grade personnel in tlre main force K€irrents. Strike forces might
also include locally based reserve rcconnaissance elernents similar to
the cunent regional forre surveillance units, but also trained ard
equipped to direct IlGMs.

Home Defence - A Militia The Popular Force

The strike force anrd rnain force elements should ideally
comprise a standing force based arouruC full-tinre personrnl,
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supplemented by rcservistsl4 serving within a largely full-time
strucrure. These forces would be unsuited to and uneconomical for use

in more conventional tasks, such as providing local security in urban

areas and the protection of vital assets. For this purpose, a third
combat tier is envisaged, a militials comprising local units raised for
defence tasks in their home area, or at key installations in regions
where the population is unable to sustain a local force.

This militia would organise at the section and company level,
within a loose framework of militia 8rouP6. Their training would be of
less intensity than that of main force. Two employment thenres are

envisaged. One would involve simple defence of a locality, offensive
quasi-guerilla tasks and information gathering; the other, organisation
fbr and t on civil defence and disaster relief. There might
also be scope for the use of robotics to supplement militia rrurnPower,

such as tlre use of robot-manned area defence weaPons, capable of
remotely or autornatically covering an area with a radius of some
hundreds of metre.

The cunent forrce stmchrre requires the regUlar army and rnore

r€ady reserve units b initially deploy in defence of key installations in
the north, until less ready r€serve formations can be trained and
deployed to relieve them for rnore aggr€ssive employnrent. Under the
alternate concept, the militia would be the first to deploy - as so'on as a

need was apparent. firis should be made more feasible by the rnore

specific nature of tlreir training. To rnake this work, it would probably
be necessary to do as Simpkin suggests:

... militia serrrice would ideally be universal for all fit
men and wotren, PerhaPo between 25 and 30. There
would be no exemptions, but on call out those in key
prcfessions, such as medicine, would continue to do
theiri$ in the militia.l6

Re'vists wilhin sudt a stnrctrne might serve on a m<xle full-time basis. lndeed
the fulLdrte/p.rt-tim conoept might have to be overhauled in ader to provi&
meximun 0eiiUnity, wittr nda$vay fnee and eilty rnovement of all ranks in ard
otrt of full.time svice on a cqrEact basis (induding an aacePtanc€ of relerrant
erperiene crtd& the ADF fG FtrPG€ of errployment and promotion on rehun
to servie).
The mititlr croept ls trkar ft,m SinPkin, tu b tlu Swifl, pp.29!294, modified to
ndt nv own lderg.
tirrpin, R.dt o tlu Srilf , plf4.
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Whether such a concept of compulsory service is feasible in
presentday Australian society any rrore than it might be in Europe is a
tricky question whidr there is no need to address in this monograph.
Suffice it to say that the dual military/emergency service nature of
such a force might make it easier to man on a voluntary basis during
peace, and to impose a measure of compulsion in times of national
emergency. The cloce combat ard strike forces, on the other hand,
would be better manned by high-standard volunteers.

Future Force/Leader Stmchrre
To further clarify the underlying concepb behind the combat

triad, an extension of the future force/leader structure suggested in the
monograph has also been depicted diagrammatically in Annex 5A,
attached to this chapter. Principles of the structure are reiterated
below:

o This combines the leader hierarchy postulated in Chapter 3
with the combat corps structure, using the main force regiment
as a vehicle to dernonstrate the overall conc€pt, and shows a
developmental progresion through the structure.

o The prirnary group or'team' comprises a number of rnen with
a weapon system, either an infantry team manning a machine
gun or emplopng similar firepower contained in a number of
caseless arnmunition rifles - or a fighting vehicle crew. It
would probably comprise about 4{ nren in fighting pairs,
including a first-level leader.

o Above this is a squad commander eittrer separately or
commanding a sister team,leading up to 12 men in two teams
or two fighting vehicles. The group of two is used because at
the immediate close combat level it is easier to control than the
more resi*lient triad.

o $s far this is not significantly different from current practice,
except in the case of fighting vehicle crews. Here additional
flexibility could be gained by integrating infantqy ard gun
carriers at company level. Leader candidates would serve an
apprenticeship with the infantry elenrent before Fining a gun
vehide crew, then becoming a team/squad leader. The
envisaged squad might comprise a gun vehicle plus an infantry
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carrier, or two gun vehicles and so on, depending on the
tactical requirement.

o At section level the first intermediate'level leader is needed, for
it is here that a degree of flexibility can be built in by providing
three squads, plus specialist detachments for indirect fire
designation and combat engineer support. The leader would
be a sergeant or sometirnes a iunior higher level leader learning

. on the pb (a second lieutenant) and would require a small
staff: a senior squad leader (a staff corporal) and a trooper
(leader-under-raining) to act as a tactical assistant and general

factotum.

The next level, designated company, incorporates three or
more sections, commanded by the first fully trained higher
level leader - a captain, assisted by a lieutenant'tactician' and a

sergeant mapr'executive officer'. The tactician is envisaged as

the battle planner and as such requires the skills and intellect of
the higher level leader, ild would also understudy the
commander. The execrrtive officer implements and oversees

ttre battle plan. The oomPant possibly 60 to 100 men, would
be a semi-autonomous unit with its own organic ground
mobility, capable of independent operations.

A regiment would comprise twelve or more combat companies

together with a number of combat suPPort Gt.-
rnortar/combat engineer/logistic) companies. As the highest
tactical level, this force should b€ commanded by an

experienced higher level officer (a colonel) assisted by a

tactician (a lieutenant colonel or mairr) and a battle executive

officer (a chief seqgeant mapr).

Given the complexity of disPersed operations, it would be

necessary to have a nurnber of intermediate coordinating
headquarters also capable of forming combat detachments
wherrnecessary - wings, capable of intermediate command of
up to five companies, plus combat and logistic suPPort

elements. These would be commanded by an intermediate
higher level officer (a rnairr) with a small staf0 a captain
tttician ard a staff selgeant mapr executive officer.
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Existing rank titles have been used, but there are underlying
institutional diffurences from crrrrent Australian practice. For example,
the three leader levels can be categorised as non<ommissioned,
warrant and commissioned:

o Non-crommissioned (first level). Corporals ranging from team
commander (lance) through current platoon sergeant
equivalent (staf0 to chief master corporal - expert
weaponmasters with rank/status roughly equivalent to the
presentday warrant officer.

o Warrant (intermediate level). Sergeant to chief sergeant mapr.
Having more of the attributes of presentday commissioned
officers than NCOs. The iunior sergeant, for example, would
have equivalent status to the 2nd lieutenant-under-training, in
fact as an experienced warrant officer he might be formally
rated over him in command precedence until such time as the
lieutenant proved himself. The sergeant maior grades would
rank equivalent in status (but not command authority) with
captain through to lieutenant colonel.

o Commission (higher level). 2nd lieutenant (under training)
through tro star ranks. A small6lite identified and trained from
an early age for the higher ranks. Having wider responsibility
at an earlier age than current commissioned officers. As an
illustration, a reginrent might have:

- Regimental Headquarters (RHQ) - Colonel, lieutenant
colonel/rnapr (tactician), mairr/captain (logistics), captain
(battle adiuAnt - the commanding officer's executive
assistant, as opposed to the regimental sergeant mapr
(RSM) - the battle o<ecutive), captain/lieutenant
(intelligence) - a total of 5 officers plus a number of 2nd
lieutenants acting as'gallopers' (tactical aides).

- In each of 3 Wing HQs - Mapr, captain tactician, lieutenant
battle adjutant - 9.

- Gunner/sapper groups - 3 in the HQs plus 4 lieutenant
platoon commanders - 14.

- 12 qcmbat companies - each with captain, lieuternnt
tactician - 24.
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Total: 52 plus an unspecified number of 2nd lieutenants-

under-tr:aining (a single presentday infantry battdion
musbrs around,l0, a brigade around 200). The key to the
concePt is the devolution of all except the higher level
command furrctions to tlre wanant grades.

Conclusion
In presentday terms the proposed main force would equate

roughly to a srnaller and more rigourously trained regular army,
pethapu comprising a number of general purpos€-regirnenb plus force

aviation elements on full-time rnanning supplemented by ready

reserues, with an assault regirrnnt and other force elernents largely
manned by part-tinrcn. The strike forces,likewise, could be grouped
into a striice regirnent, whose headquarters would be responsible for
overall strategic and operational level control.

An important pornt, implicit in the scenarios discussed earlier,
is that Australia aPPears more likely to be faced with a'come as you
ar€ war', rather than allowed a protracted rnobilisation Perid.
Accordingly, as much of the main force as possible must be raised and

located a-ppropriably, as must the support corPs and command
elements needed to direct and sustain operations. The force structure
might not differ in Frnu of overall size from the current army;
hoiever, in terms of its underlying mind-set and mdus opuanili,
considerable changes would be necessary.
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ANNEX 5A: FORCVLEADIR HIERARCHY
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Notes to Annex 5A

(l) The designadcrs refer to reghrental eurploymmt, i.e. trooper - direct fue
weapon/fighting vehide specialist, gunner - indbect fire weapons
(E ortd/Stn), sappa - cwr6at engneer. All other eurploynrents (derical,

coqrmrmicadons, adurinistsative/ logistic) are carried out by theee categories
as an addidon.l skil - here prsh-button technology assistance would be
esential. Soldelrs leave Rft/Trg Cly as 2nd dase (trained to irin a team) and
readr lst dass after they are deecred fully e{fective team memb€rs.

(2) lnidal warrant/cwrmision haining/selection cours€ in section command.
Cocrmisdon candi&tes would do an additional module designed to fit thest
for subeequmt cuurpany command.

(3) After ffrst s€ction c@rmand appoinErmt a ssgeant could expect a number of
staff ap,pointmeits as on-thepb training on his way to sergeant maix.

(4) In a similar p,ractioe to the FRG Fdnrich, the commission candidate would
have spemt tine as a 'tactical assistant/orderly' to section/company
conmanders after his Proving period as a team leader. Likewise the 2nd
lie'utenant world act as a 'tactical assistant,/aide'at wing and regimental levds
after his period as a section clmmander, going on thereafter to carry out
tctiary ,audi€ at a university. This ongoing study programme would
cqrtinire et mast€G/doctcal level as the leader progressed up the hierardty.
This sependon would keep down the 'officer percentage' actually serving
and also provi& an expansion buffer.

(5) The platoon ts envisaged as a specialist elenrmt (fire support or ombat
mgineer) srdler than a conrpany, but operating autonomously, with its
integral teams normally deployed in support of fighting conpanies.
Coaruranded by a staff sergeant q a lieutenant specialising in that arm as part
of his training.

(6) Tecdcal/steff corse i:s aimed at producing ompanyJevel staff and further
training in cmrlnny omnand

(7) C-mrmand @unte is aimed at PToviding further haining to errable caPtains to
funcd,on as wing taclidans then ommanders.

(8) Detadrment - . clce courbat force small€r than a regimmt deployed for an
extended P€!io4 PetrhaPa a whg comprising a number of companies plus
additioral s.rpport eleotmts.

(9) Staff cqrc used to PrePare iwrior sergeant maprs b oPerate at regimmtal
lerel, ard mrirrs to act as regimental tacticians and su@uently regimental
cmrmanders.

(10) Perhaps cwrmanded by a lietrtenant colonel.

(11) The master orporal (trooper/gunner/sap'per) is expert in that partiotlar skill'
Rether thrn e leader'he is an expert trainer - normally formd in the Rft/Trg
Con tut elso used throughout the regiment to maintain training standards.

(12) higader cotild have status nor€ onsist€nt with current two-star rank
dependng an nnge of resporsibility and forces allotted to that regiut.

03) ftintcoatgtmder.
04) AsiorprecentdeyCDF.



CHAPTER 5

THE POTENTIAL FOR CHANGE

An over-arching conclusion of this monograph is the need to
avoid o<cessive reliance on technology, and stress rather the
requirement for effective well-led combat units. In the words of Majnr
General f.F.C. Fuller:'The more mechanised become the weapons, the
less mechanised must be the spirit that controls them'.l Australia has a
unique defence environment. This is recognised in the 1987 Defence
White Paper, which adopts a pragmatic view, concentrating on a
realistic level of threat within our regional setting. Some restructuring
of the ADF resulting from this changed perception has been set in
train, and the importance of balance is well recognised in army
doctrine, which states:

The battlefield will remain a lonely, frightening and
confusing place for the individual, unless he is well
trained, confident in his ability and part of a
supportive, cohesive team. Technology is not a
panac€a, nor is it a substitute for well trained,
diriplined, fit and commifted soldiers, who are
willing and proud members of units, and who are
commanded by confident and capable leaders.2

However, apart from the transfer of baftlefield helicopters and
the raising of regional force surveillance units, plans for land forces are
essentially'business as usual'. This monograph, in considering the
potential inherent in technological developments and current trends,
suggests instead a more radical direction for both manning and
structuring the ADF land force.

Quoted in Lieutenant Colonel C.R. Newell, 'Operating in the 21st Cenh'rry',
Mililery Raica; September 19E6, p.10.
See Australian Army, Manual of Land Warfare, Part One - The C-onduct of
Operations, Volume 1, PampNet No.l - The Fundamentals of land Force
Operations', p.l-l0.

1

2
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Trends

It is difficult to isolate technological developments that have
specific relevance to Australia. Even those with primary relevance to
the high-intensity NATO battlefield have use in our setting.
Application of a 'cost test' could deny the rrrore exPensive and
sophisticated items to the ADF now or in the more immediate future,
but there is potential to exploit more fully lower cost technologies
which have civilian as well as military applications. This is perhaps
likely to be most marked in the microprocessor area.

However, even peraeived high-intensity weaPons systems
cannot be neatly comparEnentalised, for there may be applications at
the lower end of the conflict scale. The 155mm howitzer, for example,
offers an ability to use I€Ms together with a useful single-round
proiectile size, which its lighter 105mm counterpart lacks. Current
plans would place the lighter gun in general support of the field forces,
relegating the 155mm to primarily mid-to-high-intensity counter-
battery or armoured support tasks, yet a single Copperhead round
delivered on target could be of more value than a battery salvo of
lighter rounds.

Technological applications to weapon and C3I systems are
increasing, possibly at an exponential rate. Perhaps the most
significant developmental trends for Australian land force structures
are:

o Lethality of Current and Proiected Weapon Systems.

Stemming not so much from the increased lethality of
munitions, as from an increased capacity to hit observed
targets. Resulting in a premium on deception, rapid
movement, dispersion, and a capacity for rapid relocation
(dispersing and reforming) of the combat'mass' in order to
meet the changing requircments of battle.

Increased Battlefield Mobility. Resulting in a requirement for
far faster and greater reaction to the actions of an opposing
force, and far more accurate reading of the flow of battle as it
Progfesses.

Increased Battlefield Fluidity. A derivative of mobility, treing
a far greater capacity for intermixing forces on the future
battlefield. This, combined with dispersed operations as a
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normal mode, will result in an increased 'uncertainty factor',
exacerbating an already high leader stress level.3

These trends, especially when combined with concepts such as
Lind's formulation for fourth-generation tenorist-sponsored warfare,
support a perceived doctrinal need to concentrate on dispersed
operations, employing 'directive control' as an operating norrn.
Although not originating from use of technology, tlis modus operanili is
certainly assisted by it. Such operations under Australian conditions
require increased combat soldier competence and leader ability,
leading to a suggested restructuring of the present leader hierarchy
and development of a less conventional land force based on structures
tailored for dispersed operations in an essentially pint environment,
rather than the current intention of modifying existing conventional
structures to meet sihrations as they arise. Such a departure from
conventional proven structures is supported by Richard Simpkin's
postulation of a trend towards 'unusability' of large-scale conventional
iorces, requiring reassessment of their place in the force structure.4

An outline overall ADF land force structure developed along
the line discussed is depicted in Figure 1. While incomplete and
illustrative only, it is included to provide a sununary overview of the
structures discussed in this rnonograph. But what potential exists for
this level of change?

The Potential for Change

The leader hierarchy and combat triad of strike, main force
and militia postulated is a radical departure from current conventional
Australian organisations. Yet it is no 'star wars' structure depending
heavily on technolog/, but a flexible concept seeking to make use of
both the benefits of technology and that indefinable human factor
essential to successful combat operations. It is based on the arm for
which Australia has always had a reputation - the infantry - albeit
raised to a high capability level. The concept is by no means complete
- rather it is a pointer to a different way of doing things, and a means

Takm from Iacobe, The AfuLand Battle and Leadership Requirements' in Hunt
and Blair (eds), Ldaship on ttu Futuft tuttl4i.ld,P.Z2.
Simpkin, Rttt to tlu Swift, p 2&29O.

3

4
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of developing the requisite mind-set to make best use of the human
and technological potential available.

It is perhaps unlikely that the Australian Army would adopt
such an approach of its own accord. Although neither the hierarchy
nor the force structure is by any n€ans alien to our antecedents, there
would be considerable institutional opposition to such a radical
departure from current organisational norms. Nevertheless, it might
be interesting to develop the combat force and concomitant support
elements postulated more fully. They could, for example, offer the
potential to balance fewer personnel (possible in an increased part-
time component within both the main force and militia) against the
cost of high-tech weaponry for the land force.

Conclusion
Australian land combat forces should seek to make maximum

use of the potential offered by modern technology, but should not lose
sight of the need to keep this firmly in the context of the combat
soldier, whose ultimate task it rnay be to close with and destroy an
enemy similarly (or even better) equipped in the hostile environment
of the Australian hinterland, or elsewhere in the region. The need for
such a juxtaposition is highlighted by the following extract:

ln 1982, Great Britain dispatched a task force to retake
the Falkland Islands after the islands had been
invaded by Argentina. That conllict produced some
interesting results. On the one hand, Argentina's
spectacular succ€ss with the ultra-high technology
Exocet missile early in the war was an excellent
example of how impersonal and destructive modern
warfarc can be. One man in a plane miles from the
target was able to wreak havoc on a modern warship
and erape virtually unseen. It apparently confirmed
the trend since World War II toward push button
warfare wherc machines dominate rnn.
Commentators expounded on the wonder weapons as
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they portrayed tlre unseen battle through the magic of
television.S

Yet, on the other hand, the war ended with the Royal Marines'
gruelling SGmile rnarch on foot through mud, to caPqre the city of
Santey.- That march was hardly an example of high technology.
Rather, it was a leson that th€ virtues of basic soldiering remain

essential to successful land warfarc. Certainly, the sophisticated
weaponry and equipncnt that got the ground trooPs to the Falklands
in the first place, protected them while they were fighting over the
ground, and kept them resupplied, were instrumental to the victoqy.

The point, however, is that in spite of the emphasis on technology, the
goldier on the ground is far from obcolete. He is iust as essential on the
modern battlefield as he was on ancient ones.5

The US forces have begun to turn from a preoccupation with
the machine side of technology to an awareness that, to be effective,
weapon system design must fully comprehend the needs of the human
operators. Australia is perhaps more likely to err in the other
directiorU for there is no apparent intention to reappraise the value of
existing, well-tried force structures in the light of modern technology -

or perhapo not yet. There is, however, one encouraging sign' Land
forie doctrine as contained in the Australian Army's'Manual of Land
Warfare' has identified the need to make best use of selected

technologies; although the force stnrcturc has not yet been adiusted as

required. With this in mirxl the leader hierarchy and subsequent force

structurc postulated in this monograph provide a radical but not
inconceivable pointer to a future ADF land force structure, resulting
from a blend of human organisation and technology to meet the
peculiar requirements of the Australian environment.

5
6

Newell, 'Operating in the 21st C.entury', p.7.
Based on ibid



APPENDIX A

TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS
RELEVANT TO FUTURE ADF LAND FORCE

STRUCTURES

Firepower

Firepower is a key attribute of any land force, regardless of the
level of contingency envisaged. However, the Australian shess on low-
intensity conllict, together with the need to cater for a spread of
contingenry levels and likely scenarios, calls for an emphasis on the
control of firepower and an ability for pin-point delivery.

Improved precision in weapon delivery has been a most
significant trend in military-related technology over the past decade.
Further, I€Ms now available as anti-tank or anti-aircraft weapons can
also provide the infantryman with an organic'heavy' support weapon
of remarkable versatility - as demonstrated by the use of MILAN anti-
tank guided weapons to destroy enemy bunkers in the Falklands.l

Over the next decade, this technology should be further refined
as 'fire and forget' missile systems become available. Such weapons
will be less dependent on an operator (certainly they will be easier on
operator nerves, potentially the weakest link in such systems) and
should have a higher rate of fire and quicker reaction time than existing
systems. However, their higher cost, and greater complexity to operate
and maintain, rnay preclude their complete replacement of existing
more human-reliant systems in the ADF.

The laser permits both target designation and accurate range
finding. Employed in coniunction with a positionJocating system, it
would allow quick and accurate target location, enabling 'smart'
missiles to deploy to ttrc battle area and then identify individual targets
using their own seneors. It is dso probable that portable lasers will
become available, with at least the capability to damage optical sensors
(and, in sonre cases, the eyeball behind them). Until an adequate
counter-measure could be developed, this would present a significant

Elmer Dinter and Paddy Griffin, l*,t ow by Chrbtttus: NATO, C-al'tral Frc t h
WmId War III (tirpryelite Boks, New York l9tlil), p.55.
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threat to any opposing direct-fire weaPons system, and indeed to the
vulnerable human soldier.

Warheads are also becoming more specialised and more
effective. The US Hellfire Anti-Tank Guided Weapon (ATGW) has a
range of up to 6 kml a further generation of such missiles should

employ submunitions (separate missiles launching as part of, but later
sepataUtrg frorry a main bus' missile, to seek their own targets).3
Although designed for the European 'deep attack' against Soviet
arrnour, such weapons could also be decisive in low-to-mid-level
Australian scenarios.

Technological developnrenb are also likely to make multi-
purpose weapons (such as missiles employable against either ground
or air targets) an effective alternative to single-purPose systems - again
of considerable interest to smaller forces such as ours.

Despite improvements in the I€M field, conventional artillery
and indirect-fire weapons promise to change only marginally in the
near future. New howitzers, such as the British light gun system, differ
only slightly from their predecessors. Although only incremental
change is indicated in artillery weaPons, mapr advances can be
expected in ammunitiory with improvements in both range and
fragmentation. Terminally guided shells such as the US Copperhead,
employed in coniunction with laser directors, can be targetted against
individual or area targets. Development of carrier shells can also be

anticipated allowing use of duster munitions, either mines or bomblets.
Of considerable interest to Australia is the development of small
terminal guidance systems, such as Merlin, a terminally guided anti-
arrnour round for the 8l mm mortar.

The cost of individual f€M rounds is likely to be high, but this
could be out-weighed by their greater accuracy and lethality, which in
turn could reduce the total ammunition logistic suPPort bilt -
particularly transportation, a vely important aspect for Australia.

While artillery weapons themselves rnay have reached their
developmental limits, a combination of automated fire control, new
communications systems employing burst data transmissiort and
terminally guided munitions rnay allow a radical rethink of the

Frank Barnabn Tlu Autollrrbt kttldibld (fiidgewict & fackson, l,ondon, 1985), p.'lE.
ibid., p.50.
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deployment of artillery. For example, it should be possible to site guns
in smaller fire units, even singly, yet be capable of concenhating their
fire on any target within range. This would substantially reduce the
vulnerability of artillery units, without sacrificing their ability to
provide effective fire concentrations, and would also permit integration
of artillery into manoeuvre units at a lower level than hitherto;
although gun mobility, the need for local protection, and weapon range
would remain limiting factors.

Although overshadowed by increased accuracy and remote
guidance capabilities, continued refinements in conventional munitions
offer an enhanced destructive capability combined with a reduction in
unwanted blast effects.4 This permits tailoring munition to target. For
point targets like command posts, bridge piers and individual fighting
vehicles, kinetic errergy or explosive penetrators and armour-piercing
munitions can be selected. 'Hard strucfure' weapons with accelerated
terminal velocity propctiles can be used against bunkers, and 'earth
penetrators', which burrow several metres under hard surfaces, against
roads and airfields. For largearea coverage, fuel air and foam
explosives can spread blast energy more uniformly than conventional
TNT. Indeed FAE weapons offer a frightening potential not only
against equipment, but also against personnel in the open, or even dug-
in to conventional fighting positions. FAEs could well spell the end of
conventional defensive tactics, for if dug-in infantry can be readily
destroyed by FAE over-pressure, then a conventional area defensive
position becomes an elaborate means of committing suicide.s

Individual soldier effectiveness has been increased by the
availability of nrore effective small arms. The AusFian Steyr assault
rifle and the Belgian Minimi 'light support weapon' using 5.56 mm
ammunition, together with rifle-launched grenades, enhance current
infantry firepower, in contrast to the self-loading Fabrique Nationale
(FN) light machine gun using heavier calibre ammunition in previous
use. The Steyr optical sight also provides improved targetting
capability and easier marksmanship training. Further enhancernent in

Ridrard Burf Nenr Weapons Technologies: Debate and Directions'in Jonathan
Alfor4 Tlu Imryt of Nco Militoy Tcchtrdogy (lnternational Institute of Shategic
Shrdies, Aldershot, l98l), pp.5G51.
Improved versions of FAE weapons may also be pcsible using a heavier and more
stable dust-based aeraol. For infcrration on FAEs see Stefan Geisenheyrer, 'FAE
Development: Disturbing Tren&', lou's Dcfaw WcehJy,2l February 1987, pp.2W
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small anns is promised through the developrnent of caseless

ammunition, which would lighten the battle load and, by increasing
ttre number of rounds on the weaPon for no additional weight Penalty,
will permit higher rates of fire. Such weaPons used with optical sights,
burst firc, and fragrnenting or explosive rounds rnay alter the entire
concept of the use of small arms. For example, the use of assault rifles
and light support weapons has caused ttrc USA and Britain to adopt a

fire team Jtructure iather than the more conventional section.6

Caseless assault rifles, emplolnng a variety of ammunition (explosive,
perhaps even 'smart' target-seeking rounds) Possibly slaved to a

combat helmet providrng an infra-red nighFsight, head-up aiming
display, and a real-time link furnishing tactical inforrnation, could
require yet further restructuring to gain rnaximum effect from the
potential offered.

The automatic grenade launcher offers further enhancernent to

the foot-soldier. The grenade can inflict much more damage than the
machinegun bullet and can be fired at a high traiectory, thus reaching
positions safe from diret fire. It is said to be able to fire grenade'sized
proiectiles lJ(I) or so metres at a rate of 40-60 per minute. With an
exploding grenade the need for accuracy is reduced while the area

being neutralised is increased. Manufacturers have also produced
high-explosivg signal, flechette, illuminating and C9 rounds, and
work is well advarrced on both high<xplosive dual-purpose and high-
explosive airburst roclcet-assisted projectiles. If such developments live
up to expectations an infantry team could have at least a basic anti-
amx)ur and anti-helicopter capability, although as in a number of
promised developments the increased cost of_the capability, must be

balanced by potential reductions in other costs.S

2t3.
Fire teem: e surall teem based around a light support weaPon. Section: a larger
teem split lnto two groupo, one with a light rradrine gun, the other with rilles.
An irrltant used fc rtot control.
Based on L. Rretto, The Retum of Ftxed Pcitions: Sonre Observations on the
30) m Gep', kfty W.dy nd Dcpne lourul,vd.716, No.l, fanuary l%6, pp'2L
n.
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Mobility
Mobility covers an entire spectrum from 'battlefield' (that

required to operate and survive in that environment) through'tactical'
(that required to move between individual battlefield combats) to
'strategic' (that required to support forces on the battlefield). In
considering mobility for land forces in Australia both ground mobility
and air mobility arre important.

In the high-intensity European theatre the tank, with its
combination of armoured protection, tracked mobility and large-calibre
direct fire, provides the most effective battlefield mobility; it being the
most effective assault w€lapon and the most effective counter to other
tanks. Tanks appear likely to remain a principal weapon system in any
future high-intensity conflict. However, the application of robotics and
other technological advances suggests that future tank development
could lead to rnore automated functions and smaller crews.9 This
could have an impact on the weight, silhouette and survivability of the
tank. Rather than the present 60 tonne Main Battle Tank (MBT) with its
four-man crew, a smaller, lighter and rnore manoeuvrable vehicle with
a crew of only two or three could result. This is of rnainr interest to
Australia.

The shock effect of the tank will remain useful in all levels of
conflict. However, given the prrcminence of lower level conllict in
our strategic setting, a need for a 'heavy' tank is doubtful. The
replacement for the cunent l-eopard MBT, instead of a general-purpose
main battle tank, could be a lighter AFV tailored for a mobile'assault'
role in the Australian setting.lo

Other solutions to the need for an assault capability include
light-weight, higNy mobile, inexpensive vehicles equipped with
guided missiles. Such as Fast Attack Vehicles (FAVs) based on the
'beach brggy' chassis developed for the US Rapid Deployment Force
and Light Divisions.ll Although lacking in protection, for our
purposes the FAV could well provide a more cost-effective weapon

Richard.E Sinpkin, 'A Triumvirate of Heavyweights', Militery ?lcdtnology,Vd.X,
No.lO October 1986, pp.l49-1$.
I am indebted to Dr Rs Babbage for pointing out that the weight of Ught annour
needed depends, amongst other factcs, qr the size of hees the vehide will need to
durge throrgh.

Ytn"A.l. Cmtdrley, Th9 Ught Infantry Division: A Progreso Repoit', Militery
Tcchttology, Vol.X, No.lO Oclober 19E6, p'p.5655.

9

10
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platform than the AFV. This range of vehicles is capable of s@s in
excess of 100 kph, while their wide heavyduty tyres enable travel over
difficult terain, providing great versatility. h€sent armament includes
a 12.7 mm rnachine gun, a 40 mm grenade launcher, or a 30 mm chain
gun. A FAV such as the Panhard M-11 ultra-light-weight arrnoured
vehicle, capable of carrying from 3{ men plus a I€M launcher, offers
great potential for dispersed, mobile warfare. It also suggests a
potential for combining separate arms such as infantry and cavalry.

Brigadier Richard Simpkin credited 'the rotor with the
potential, in coniurrction with the fast track, to replace the heavy track
on the battlefield'.l2 There is an obvious place for the helicopter in low-
intensity conflict, provided ib attendant logistic suPPort bill can be

met.

Advarrces in helicopter desigp, avionics and weapon systems
provide considerable potential in two seParate but related areas -
mobility and firepower. The lroquois utility helicopter provided an
adequate transport vehide capable of delivery and recovery of light
infantry over a limited range. Its replacement, the Black Hawk,
provides irrcreased range and lift capaciry.l3 Revolutionary
developments in aviation technology promise to provide improved
tactical and even strategic mobility. Tilt-rotor aircraft under
development have a vertical talce-off and landing capability, together
with the ability to fly non-stop from Canberra to Darwin canytng 24

troops at s@s of up to 30 knob. Such aircraft could provide a
useful weapons platform and enable considerable changes in
operational ard logistic concepts. But at an estimated unit cost of
$AlE m plus, they may be beyord the ADF budget. Nevertheless, this
and other developments in helicopter technology such as the US light
helicopter (LFX) pogamme, rnay generate spinoffs which Australia
could afford.l4

The armed helicopter offers a potential for pin-point fire
support in coniunction with artillery and mortars, plus an ability to
tedeploy that fire fasFr than guns and mortars can r,elocate. Such fire
support aircraft would provide a useful adjunct to ADF grcund forces,

Simpkiri 'A Triunvirate of Heavyrveights', P.149.
The etility to lift an integral l(lman infanby section or a light field howitzer over a
2fl)km redius.
As they are rrcw ior the US, given Gurgreasional expectatiors of a 'peace dividend'.
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but again we would probably have to accept an aircraft at less than the
leading edge of technology - however, this will still provide a
significant capabili ty.

In the demanding batdefield environment, a helictcpter
requires a two-pilot crew. The Australian Army mans its light
reconnaissance/observation helicopters with a single pilot, but mans
the Black Hawk with a second pilot. The US, conscious of pilot
availability, has set a single'pilot rcquircment for the LHX
programme.ls Ttris is to be achieved by the use of computer assistance
and offers useful potential for rotary-wing flyng on the battlefield.
Australia, with its rnore limited population base, could find pilot
availability a significant limitation - this will generate dose interest in
such pilot-help technologies.

For all the advantages offered by the rotary-wing'revolution',15
it must be kept in context as a potentially important contributor to the
battlefield team, but not a complete solution in itself. Stephen Canby
warns of the dangers of over-reliance on the helicopter:

Judiciously used the helicopter is valuable.
Unfortunately, in Vietnam its utility as a means of
rapid transport led to battlefield but not overall
sucress€s. It can indeed be argued that the helicopter
may have been instrumental in inducing the US Army
to rely on its material advantage and opt for a costly
anrC selfdefeating operational strategy. Instead of
solving the problem of insufficient ard inappropriately
organised infantry, tte Army sought rapid mobility to
move what few infantry it did have.lT

Canby's last remarks on inappropriate infantry structures are also
germane to the ADF. He further points out that the NATO forces have
taken a possibly overoptimistic view of the ability of ttrc anti-tank
helicopter, stressing that it is basically only a substitute for tactical air
po**, and may ha"ve difficulty surviving.lt

John Zugsdrw€d, Th€ Changing Face of the World'r Hdioopter Muka', Mfliltty
Tulnalog,Vd.X, No.lQ Ocobet 1986, p.1()9.
Simpkin, Rrrc to tb Suift, p.ll7.
Stephen C-enby, Milhry Doctrine erd Technology' ln Alford (dl, Tlz Inp of
Ncto Militry Tdtntugy, p.15.
ibi4
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Cost will also be a limiting factor. Australia may not be able to
afford the'leading edge'of rotary-wing technology. For example, the
selection of the Black Hawk over the Aerospatiale Puma seems to have
stemmed at least in part from an air force perception of it as a higher
technology rnachine. The cheaper Puma (as a military version of a
civilian aircraft) rnay have permitbd purchase of more aircraft, albeit at
a lower developnrental stage. The helicopter, with its ability to
transport troops and materiel and provide pin-point firc support, has
great potential for tlre Australian setting. However, it is doubtful if we
will be able to acquire helicopters in large numbers - even at the lower
end of the market. This reinforces C-anby's cautions: the helicopter is
unlikely form the basis of our cpmbat structure, but can be a significant
contributor.

The interdiction, delay and disruption of enemy forces is often
critical to succ€ss. Land mines have always been useful here, but
conventional mine-laying bchniques are slow and labour-intensive and
mines are heavy and burdensome in both transportation and storage.
Remotely delivercd and scatterable mines have the potential to
revolutionise mine warfar''e. Such mines are likely to rnake greater use
of microprocessor Echnology, allowing advanced logic to be built into
mine fuses, providing such capabilities as r€mote switch on/off , or self-
destruct, and poosibly target dirrimination. Special-purpose mines,
such as river, off-rouE anrd anti-helicopter mines, are also possible.
Future developnrnb could extend'smart' capabilities to anti-personnel
mines, increasing the potential threat to unprotected humans, even in
the less intense Australian setting.

Suveillence
The ability to detect, identify and acquire targets in conditions

of poor visibility and at night has improved considerably in recent
yearc, ard further development of the relevant technologies can be
expected.lg The cover of darkness rvas a lcey factor both in surprise
assaults staged by the Viet Cong ard in the US air strikes against Libya.
The night is rrutral and its cloak of invisibility has traditionally
provided a tactical advantage b small, aggressive forces. Technology
may drastically alter how 'nzutral' the night can be. Consider the

19 Corge Thcucl lrlight into hy Light Intensification 9ysterrs fc the Battlefield',
Milirtry fdfug, VoLX, No. IQ pp.12[f35 provides a useful summary of nighl
vldon devi€ ud thdr Xkdy dcvdopment.
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psychological advantage accruing to a force that can consolidate by
day, and then employ night vision devices to support aggressive night
action. This also has implications for manning. Command elements
normally function on a 24-hour basis, staffs can function on a 'watch'
basis, but there is only one cpmmander. In future there may be a need
for a true alternate commander at the higher tactical and operational
levels. A furtlrer logical step is the 24-hour battlefield. Human
limitations will preclude true round-theclock operations, but there will
be a need to pr€pare for long periods of intense operations, and an
ability to vary the human diurnal cyde.

The RPV adds a furtlrer dimension to the application of
surveillance target acquisition technology, by providing a relatively
inexpensive and reliable means of proiecting the influence of
surveillance devices to great depth on tlre battlefield, with considerable
immunity. Barnaby sumrnarises the capabilities of tlre Israeli Scout and
Mastiff RPVs,m and goes on to discuss future RPV capabilities. Such
abilities could include use of a variety of sensors - infra-rcd, radar,
millimetre wave, the use of sophisticated communications equipment
laser designators and EW equipment - plus a range of weapons. Th€se
RPVs will be able to operate at night, in all battlefield environments,
and in bad weather, providing a 24-hour service on a wide variety of
tasks; including real-time continuous intelligence, cotilnunications
links, EW operations, laser designatiory target acquisition and weapon
deliverY.2l

RPVs combined with effective sensons and a real-time data link
will make rapid comrnand access to information a reality. For long-
range baftlefield surveillance, they could be complemented by an
airborne radar system able to search a much wider arca than hitherto
deemed possible, providing prirnary intelligerrce inforrnation and
identifying targets for doser o<amination by RPVs.

For shorter range lineof+ight surveillance, the Mark 1 eyeball,
by virtue of its flexibility and field of view, is likely to remain the rrpst
useful optical s€nsor. However, it can be enhanced by night viewing
and therrnal irnaging devices. This would mean that darkness, poor

Barnaby, Tlu Autonnld httlcfrkl, p.6.
For a description of the use of RP\rs in b.ttle se 9enley Sirnkiewicz, 5m
Milihry Lesans of the War in the l*benon'in lemeo Brown ud William P. 9ryder
(eds), ffir Rtgrrllll,lir,t n of Vtlttfn: Tlu F.lltut qflltloirus Islrllik, Ltustr fll ,lu
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weather and srrp}.e would no longer provide an effective screen for
movement. Conversely, this could make staff planning easier, enabling
the concentration of human re$ourcts on targets initially identified by
technology rather than through a more human-intensive network of
patrols.2

Sonre of the recronnaissance functions possible with the RPV

could also be achieved by employing microJight aircraft with human
operators. These surveillance capabilities will vastly s@ up tactical
reaction tinres - a desirable attribute in any small land force.

Comman4 Conhol, Communications and Intelligence

In addition to the development of both new and improved
weapon systems, emerging technology has provided mairr advances in
baftlefield communications. Higtrer rates of information flow, more
resistant to interception and frrmming, could now be provided by
tactical terminals linked to a military version of AUSSAT. Radios using
frequenqT hoppiog and spread spectmm transmissions, improved
voice and data security equipment, improved antenna systems, and
rugged, high capacity optical fibrcs, are capable of carrying vidm and
very high rate digital data flows.

Effective control of tlre flood of inforrnation from better
surveillance devices, over improved communications, to more accurate
and effective weapon sysEms is a problem that demands the help of
enrerging tectrnologies. This calls for the close integration of
communications with tactical comrnand and control - which can be
assisted by tfre integration of computer lrnnagelrrcnt techniques and
data communications. Such integration together with the requisite
doctrine, organisational structure, personnel and facilities could permit
a revolution in tactical and operational cnmmand.

The integration of DISCON and the Austsalian Arnty Tactical
Aubmated C-omrnand and Conhol System (AUSTACCS) makes it
theoretically possible for the ADF Command Centre in Canberra to talk

hnlhq b$ict (Trarsac{iqr Bo&, Nerv }ersey, 1985) p'p.6!9.
t2 MilitNry prhol prac{ie Fovidca for the use of 'officer Patrcls' a8?inst targets of

value iilendfred by ncural prhollLrg The use of bcttnol%ical aids could enable
dl hrmran prtr,ols to be'officer patrolg', rai.dng the use of the husun resowce a
16r€l ln the hiererdry of lnfomutlon geftering/ harasrent.
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direct to a pahol commander in the Northern Territory. Such flexibility
has pitfalls. First, too great a reliance may be placed on computer-
generated data, and innovation and intuition could suffer accordingly.
Second, the ability of people rernote from the action and unable to
assess local factors to direct from the top rnay have serious
cons€quenc€s for the autonomy of the local comrnander, especially
over the vast distances involved in Ausbalia. The resolution of these
'human'problems requires as much attention as the technology which
has produced them.

Communications technology can generate, process, transfer
and store inforrnation in quantities never before imagined. Powerful
and reliable battlefield computers are required to manage this data in a
way that prevents comrnanderc and staffs from being overwhelmed by
the proliferation of untimely, inappropriate or incomprehensible
information.

Advances can also be expected in AI. As Ccrald Green puts it,
'a thin line separates today's computerised processing from what is
now being described as AI or expert system processing'.8 AI separates
itself from conventional computers by making rational decisions based
on computer-stored information. The incorporation of humanlike
reasoning and expertise in computers will rnean development of expert
systems that can adapt readily to the user. Such systems would be able
to interpret intelligence data, identify spe-cific targets through
background comparison, and provide speech recognition allowing
direct hurnan<omputer interface. They would provide an invaluable
adiunct to battlefield staffs and in certain 'expert' areas, such as
allowing a detached patrol acoess to a medical diagnostic facility, or a
weapon operator to carrt'on a dialogue with and repair a damaged
system. Coupled with missile technology, they could enable I€Ms to
be launched and 'loiter' in the baftlefield area awaiting potential
targets, or return to a r€covery point for refuelling.

Electronic Warfare

The incrcasing use of and dependence on electronic CaI
incrcases the importance of EW. In past conllict more was gained from
monitoring than from pmming communications. Micro

23 Cgald Green, 'Approaddng 2ffi Tedrnology and Defense', Nttiaul Dcfenx,
December 19E5, p.21.
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miniaturisation, however, enables frequency hopping and random
cryptology to be built into all combat radios, even man-pack. This
rrcans that elecbonic eavesdropping will become more difficult, if not
impossible, therefore the only r€course may be to employ the
alternative stratagems of direction finding, imming and destruction of
communication links. Progres has already been made towards
developing practical, expendable and responsive iammers, able to
counter frequency hopping and deployable by aircraft, artillery carier
shells or ground troops.

Although a high-intensity combat environment employing the
full EW range (in Eunrpean terms) is unlikely in Australia, the
possession of such neasunes by nations within the region is not.
Accordingly, Australian operating procedures must allow for
operations to cpntinue in an active EW environment. In particular, the
ability to crcntinue operations when automatic C9 systems fail or are
destroyd must be retained. This rcquirement demands ready ability
to function with a degraded capability, and encourages considerable
decentralisation.

Even an enemy operating in a low-intensity conflict could
employ sophisticaEd electronic measunes, and given the problems of
operating in our northern environment, any technological advantage
will be essential. Acrordingly, an Australian offensive EW €pacity
will be required.

Robotics

Machine automation or robotics could play an increasingly
important battlefield role. Such technology is already widely
employed in civilian industr5r, and much of it could be transfurred to
the battlefield and the logistic depot. In most cases robots can operate
more acturately and quickly, albeit with less flexibility, than humans.
As personnel becomes an irrcreasingly scarce and expensive re$ourcr,
particularly in the Australian sefting, ib conservation through
rcplacement of humans with robotic devices is likely to demand
increasing priority.

On ttre battlefield, sureillance, reconnaissancE, mine clearing
anrd vehide operation are just a few duties that could be assigned to
robots. The potentid for decoys, deception and harassment that such
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technology could provide is considerable. A simpler example of
robotic potential might be the electronic slaving of vehicles to a single
humanoperated 'master vehicle'. Ttris could extend from a simple
'follow-my-leader'required for logistic movement, to a more complex
use of the weapon systems on board temporarily vacated infantry
carriers either for local security or to provide fire support to a ground
assault.

Nuclear, Biological and Chemical Warfare

The use of biological agents is banned by international treaty
and there are constraints on the use of chemical weapons, yet they
remain a continuing and increasing threat. The need for improved
early warning and total protection is likely to be critical. This remains
an especial problem in our clirnatic conditions. There are also many
problems relating to decontamination of personnel and equipment,
particularly the considerable water requirement for decontamination
systems. Even the possibility of a chemical threat will significantly
increase battlefield logistic requirements, particularly personnel; it will
constrain tactical operations and increase the physical and
psychological stress on the individual soldier.

Although Australian poliry forbids the use of nuclear
(including tactical nuclear) weapons, there is no guarantee that such
weapons will not be used against us. Tactical nuclear weapons present
a most dangerous threat in land warfare, and some consideration of
their effect is relevant to this paper. Even limited potential for such
weapons to be used against Australia requires the employment of
defensive measures, both tactical (use of a 'dispersed' doctrine), and
technological (use of personal protective suits, hardening of static
headquarters complo<es, vehicle infiltration systems, etc.).

There is a further and disturbing potential for the use of
nuclear weapons by terrorisb. Pointing out that the technology to
producr crude nudear explosives is readily available,24 Barnaby
concludes that less developed countries, and ultimately subnational
groups, \ rill be able to acquire very destructive conventional weapons,
and very accurate delivery systems for them.25 And as the capability

Barnaby, Tlu Autonutctl futtlcficld, p.133.
ibid., p.140.
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to produce nuclear weapons spreads worldwide,26 terrorist groups will
also acquire this capability. Terrorists do not need sophisticated
delivery systenui for nudear weaPorui. They could deliver them in
suitcases or explode them from hidden locations in buildings or
vehicles. Further, as urban guerrilla violence increases because of
larger world populations and rising urbanisation, terorist SrouPs may
combine to increase their power. The potential for this weaponry in
such hands is a grim thought.

Training Tedrnolog5r

Effective haining is a considerable 'force multiplier'. Herc
microprocessors have led to a revolution in advanced simulators for
individual, cnew and q/stem training. Individual 'on-the-pb'
simulation and performance evaluation has becorne possible, making
training nmre realistic, cheaper, nmre effective and less centralised.
This will improve equipment husbandry and provide training for
equipnrent operabrs not otherwise possible under peacetinre safe$
requirements. The use of holograms (threedimensional laser-
generated images) will enhance equipment familiarity without the
need for actual hands-on experience. Simulators will increase in
fidelity, both in their ability to mimic real equipment and
environments, and in their psychological impact on the user.

Computer-aided instruction will mean that aomPuter system
aw.reness will be transmitted b the trainee through a process of
individual coaching with the computer itself, thereby eliminating the
need for a trainer in all but the more complex cognitive areas. AI may
also provide intelligent tutor models.

War-gaming will be computer-generated, with paiticipants
using individual intelligent terminals linked to a larger computer
system. Through longdistance communications links, physically
separated individuals and groups will be able to participate. Thrce-
dirnensional terrain features will be input by using actual topographic
maps, thereby simulating operations in existing geographical areas.

Tlre computer can also simulate varpng weather conditions, and by

26 Brazil should be capable of producing its first atonic bomb within two yearc; s€e

'Incid€ntal Intdligence', Pdfk: Dcfart @r, Mardr 19fl), p.19. North Kora
may also have this capability tn the futur,e.
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use of the optical disk can employ sophisticated visual data systems in
training. Such a system can use a database of photographic images,
coupled with a computerised cross-referencing system, to show maps
and plans relating to the location of any image - simulating realistic
travel for headquarters staffs or vehicle crews, in many directions,
quickly or slowly, over any number of routes or paths. At the lower
level, the US use of laser systems to replicate srnall arms fire and
indicate casualties will bring an important measure of realism to small
unit training.

There are implications for weapon maintenance as well as
operation. Traditionally complex maintenance functions are carried
out by highly skilled technicians, whose relative scarcity often requires
centralisation. The use of AI 'expert systems' could allow a soldier to
carry out a dialogue with a weapon on how to fix it. This will require
careful design of the'maintenance path' of weapon systems, starting
with perhaps black box'replacement by the operator, and culminating
with black box repair in a cenhal location - possibly back in the civil
infrastrucfure.
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This npnograph examine new developnrents in military
technology of significance b Australia, then crcnsiders their
implications for ADF land force doctrine ard leadership, and combat
force structures. Technological developnrents likely to lead to
significant change in land force future capabilitie arc qamined
against a speculative scenario rnaking effective use of technology.
Significant trends are identified, induding the lethality of current and
proiected weapon systems, increased baftlefield nnbility and fluidity,
and the potential for a fourth generation in warfare; promoting a

doctrinal need for dispersed operations and 'directive control' as an
operating nonn. The demands of such operatiorui under Australian
conditions are seen to require increased cnmbat soldier competenc€
and leader ability, suggesting a need to restructurc the present
officer/NCO hierarchy and develop a less cronventional land force.


